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INTRODUCTION 
Tumor virology has expanded in such a way that the deep gap between 
well controlled experiments on the one side and understanding of human 
tumorigenesis on the other side is about to be bridged. Especially the 
vast amount of knowledge concerning RNA tumor viruses is one of the main 
piers of this future bridge. The literature on these viruses has grown 
exponentially over the last ten years and therefore only some recent 
reviews will be quoted, that serve as a background for the following 
chapters. 
RNA tumor viruses (Oncovirinae) are one of the three subfamilies of 
the Retrovi ridae and are further subdivided on the bases of their mor­
phology as type B, type С or type 0 viruses (Weiss et al., 1982). 
Among the best studied viruses are the prototype (and almost sole re­
presentative) of the type В viruses, Mouse mammary tumor virus, and some 
members of the genus of type С viruses, such as the murine leukemia 
viruses (MLV) and the murine sarcoma viruses (MSV). The mammalian type С 
viruses can again be divided in a number of ways based on mode of 
transmission, pathogenecity, host-range and competence or defectiveness 
of replication. Thus MSVs are replication defective and cause solid tumors 
in animals as well as transformation of cells in culture. MLVs are re­
plication competent and cause no or slowly developing neoplastic 
diseases of the haemopoietic or reticuloendothelial systems. 
Obviously for spread in animals or in tissue culture MSV needs a hel­
per virus such as an MLV. There are known some 30 different transforming 
viruses of which only the avian sarcoma virus is replication competent 
(Coffin et al., 1981). They harbor a transforming gene (v-onc, ν from 
viral). From studies in which heteroduplex mapping, nucleic acid sequen­
cing and in vitro translation systems were employed, it follows that 
these viruses, mostly sarcoma viruses, are the result of rare recombi­
nation events between helper viral sequences and host cell sequences, 
c-onc (c from cellular), c-onc sequences have been detected in DNA of the 
species from which the sarcoma virus was isolated originally as well as 
in DNAs from related species (Bishop, 1981). c-onc sequences prove to be 
very much conserved during evolution. A review of the literature, 
indicating their possible involvement in human tumorigenesis (Rigby, 1982), 
is given in Chapter I. 
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MLV harbors three genes, one of which (pol) encodes the reverse trans­
criptase (RT). This enzyme formed by cleavage of an inactive precursor 
protein is capable of converting RNA into double stranded DNA and repre­
sents the feature that distinguishes the retroviruses from other RNA 
viruses. The other two genes are the gag gene and the env gene. The gag 
gene codes for precursor proteins, the most abundant of which is cleaved 
to yield the mature gag proteins pl5, pl2, p30 and plO, that constitute 
the core of the viral particle. The env gene codes for a precursor protein 
that upon processing yields the mature env proteins gp70 and pl5(E), that 
make up part of the viral envelope (Stephenson, 1980). In sarcoma viruses 
most or all of these genes are absent. 
The life cycle of the retroviruses can be roughly divided into two 
parts: a) the virion stage, in which the virions are built up of viral 
proteins and some cellular constituents and harbor the RNA genome and 
b) the provirus, representing the integrated state of the virus in host 
cell DNA. The direct precursor to the provirus is thought to be a cir­
cular double stranded DNA copy of the RNA genome that itself was formed 
by circularization of a linear DNA copy made by the RT after infection of 
cells with the virus. The provirus can be transcribed into genomic RNA 
and into spliced mRNAs that upon translation give rise to the precursor 
proteins mentioned (Stephenson, 1980). After assembly of the viral core 
the virions acquire their envelope through a process called budding in 
which the virions are shed from the cell membrane. 
Although much is known about the viral proteins and their relationships 
to precursor proteins, some of their biological functions are still 
hypothetical. Also the involvement in leukemogenesis of some classes of type 
С RNA tumor viruses, endogenously present in the mouse genome, is still 
largely unknown, although many data show that one important step in this 
process is recombination of the exogenous retroviruses with cellular 
sequences, representing the env gene or parts thereof of endogenous 
viruses. Some of the chapters to follow give experimental details con­
cerning biological functions coded for by the virus or the host cell and a 
characterization of one endogenous viral gene. 
In chapter II the results are described of the study of one particular 
MLV, AKR virus (Akv), in rat cells. The AKR virus can only infect mouse 
cells and therefore belongs to the ecotropic viruses. It was introduced in 
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the non-susceptible rat cells by micro-injection (Graessmann et al., 1980) 
of Akv DNA. Its integration and expression were studied in a cloned cell 
line. It followed that the rat cells missed (a) function(s) necessary for 
faithful processing of the env precursor protein, whereas the gag precursor 
protein was processed normally, although relatively slowly. 
The kinetics of processing of the Akv gag precursor protein was studied, 
as described in chapter III, in the mouse system by micro-injection of a 
subgenomic Akv DNA fragment, containing the gag and part of the pol gene 
as well as mouse cellular sequences present in the clone used. The proces-
sing appeared to be very slow compared to processing of the gag precursor 
proteins of other HLVs. Infection of the cells with an amphotropic MLV, 
that can infect mouse cells and cells from other species, indicated that 
the defect did not reside in the host cell. Possibly a mutation present in 
the Akv DNA at the junction of gag and pol genes plays a role in the 
defect. Analysis of cellular DNA and viral mRNA in the cells showed that a 
recombination had occurred between the injected DNA and endogenous MLV 
sequences, that are abundantly present in the mouse genome. 
In chapter IV the characterization of the env gene, isolated from an 
endogenous MLV present in NIH-3T3 mouse cells, is described. The env gene 
was linked to the gag and pol genes of Moloney murine leukemia virus and 
transfected into mink cells. A new xenotropic MLV, XH-19, infectious to 
mink but not to mouse cells, resulted and was analysed. Interestingly, 
NIH-3T3 cells do not contain inducible MLVs and cloning of representatives 
of the non-inducible endogenous MLVs in NIH-3T3 cells showed that they are 
non-infectious in transfection experiments (Steffen et al., 1982). Our 
results indicate that this defect does not reside in the env gene, but in 
other parts of the non-inducible MLVs. 
The Interlude between chapters IV and V is an homage to D.R.Hofstadter 
who made vast areas of mathematics and philosophy accessible to outsiders. 
I hope it will serve to focus the attention of the reader to some 
peculiar aspects of v-onc and c-onc genes. 
In chapter V the molecular cloning and characterization is presented of 
one of the c-onc genes, c-mos(mouse), that is the cellular homologue of the 
transforming gene of Moloney MSV. From SI nuclease assays and heteroduplex 
mapping it followed that c-mos(mouse) is almost identical to v-mos and does 
not contain intervening sequences. 
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The results reported in chapter VI were obtained by making use of the con-
servative nature of c-mos throughout vertebrates. The c-mos(rat) was 
molecularly cloned from rat DNA. Although not active by itself, it was 
shown to transform cells in culture after coupling the gene to promoter 
sequences and transfection into cells. Furthermore it appeared that not 
only c-mos but also sequences juxtaposed to it in rat DNA are very well 
conserved among eukaryotes. 
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CHAPTER I 
In search of human tumor genes 
The material presented in this chapter is not meant to give a complete 
review on cellular homologues of transforming genes of retroviruses. 
Instead, I decided to confine myself to the most recent publications that 
illustrate the possible involvement of these cellular genes in the de-
velopment of human tumors as well as to papers presenting molecular biolo-
gical details on the relation between the transforming genes of 
mammalian sarcoma viruses (v-onc genes) and their cellular homologues 
(c-onc genes). 
1: Mammalian v-onc and c-onc genes. 
From hybridization studies in which DNA probes were used, representa-
tive for the transforming genes of sarcoma viruses, it appeared that 
sequences homologous to these transforming genes could be detected in 
many vertebrate DNAs. Not only were these cellular homologues found in 
DNA of the species from which the sarcoma virus under investigation was 
isolated originally, but also in DNA of related species (Bishop, 1981). 
Up till now approximately thirty different sarcoma viruses have been 
isolated from mammalian and avian species (Coffin et al., 1981). With the 
development of recombinant DNA technology it became feasible to isolate 
DNA clones of these transforming viruses. Recently a number of c-onc 
genes have been cloned from DNA of several vertebrates including man. 
Some of these c-cmc genes that are described in more detail here have been 
implicated in human tumorigenesis or were analysed in great detail. 
Others such as c-abl, the cellular homologue of the transforming gene of 
Abelson murine leukemia virus, will not be described because no or very 
few data were published. 
a: v-sis/c-sis. Simian sarcoma virus (SSV) and its associated helper 
virus (SSAV) were isolated from a fibrosarcoma of a wooly monkey by Theiien 
et al. (1971). SSV is tumorigenic in primates and induces transformation 
of cells in culture. SSV DNA was molecularly cloned from circular viral 
DNA (Gelmann et al., 1981) and as integrated proviral DNA (Robbins et al., 
1981). The SSV specific sequences (0.9 kbp in size) could be positioned at 
the 3'end of the SSV genome. No sis specific protein has been detected yet. 
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Organization of integrated SSV DNA. Organization of c-sis(human) DNA. 
After Robbins et al.,1981. After Dalla-Favera et al.,1981. 
The recombination events that led to the appearance of SSV took place be­
tween cellular sequences from the wooly monkey and the env region of SSAV. 
Using SSV DNA as a probe Dalla-Favera et al.(1981) identified and cloned 
the human c-sis gene. In contrast to the viral sj_s gene, the human c-sis 
gene extended over 12 kbp and contained four intervening sequences. 
Interestingly, the authors report the observation of the presence of 
repeated sequences in the c-sis introns that are related to the Aljj 
family of repeats. The members of this /Uu family are estimated to be 
present approximately 300,000 times throughout the human genome (Jelinek 
et al., 1980). As will be described later, investigators make use of the 
AUJ DNA as probe to look for human one genes in DNA transfer experiments. 
Recently the sequence of v-sis was determined by Devare et al.(1982). They 
found a 675 nucleotide-long open reading frame and deduced the amino acid 
sequence of the putative sis protein. 
b: v-ras/c-ras. Harvey murine sarcoma virus (HaSV) was isolated by Harvey 
(1964) from a rat, injected with Moloney murine leukemia virus and was 
molecularly cloned by Hager et al.(1979), who used circular viral DNA for 
this purpose. 
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Schematic restriction maps of HaSV, c-ras-l(rat) and c-ras-2(rat) (after 
DeFeo et al., 1981) and of c-ras-1(humanj (after Chang et al., 1982). 
By using heteroduplex mapping and DNA transfer experiments it was deter­
mined that the HaSV transforming sequences were located at the 5'end of 
the HaSV genome. Antisera obtained from tumor bearing rats injected with 
HaSV, were used to identify the v-ras gene product, a 21,000 D protein 
with Phosphokinase activity (Shih et al., 1979). Recently monoclonal anti­
bodies were developed (Fürth et al., 1982), that recognize determinants 
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on p21 or p23 (a p21 processing product) specific for HaSV and for Kirsten 
murine sarcoma virus (KiSV, closely related to HaSV) or on p21 , the 
product of the transforming gene of BALB MSV, v-bas, a gene also closely 
related to v-ras (Andersen et al., 1981). Using a clone containing only 
v-ras sequences DeFeo et al.(1981) isolated two rat cellular homologues 
of v-ras. Of these c-ras-l{rat) was found to contain intervening sequen­
ces, while c-ras-2(rat) did not contain any intervening sequences. The 
same DNA probes were used to isolate four human homologues of v-ras 
(Chang et al.,1982). One of these, c-ras-l(human), showed a large similari­
ty in organization to c-ras-l(rat). Both these c-onc genes appeared to 
code for a 21 kD protein, that could be identified as very closely related 
to the transforming protein of HaSV. 
c: v-mos/c-mos. Moloney murine sarcoma virus (M-MSV) was isolated from a 
Balb/c mouse injected with Moloney murine leukemia virus (Moloney, 1966). 
M-MSV induces cellular transformation in cultured fibroblasts and fibro­
sarcomas in animals. M-MSV DNA was cloned by Verma et al.(1980). The loca­
tion of the transforming gene (v-mos) had been determined before by 
heteroduplex mapping (Hu et al., 1977) and DNA transfer assays (Andersson 
et al., 1979). Using v-mos specific DNA probes Jones et al.(1980) and 
Oskarsson et al.(1980) isolated the mouse cellular homologue c-mos(mouse). 
In contrast to most other c-onc genes, c-mos(mouse) was found to consist 
of one uninterrupted stretch of 1159 nucleotides, coding for a 374 amino 
acid protein (Van Beveren et al., 1981). An antiserum raised against a 
synthetic C-terminal peptide, was used to identify the v-mos gene product 
in M-MSV transformed cells (Papkoff et al., 1982). Recently Watson et al. 
(1982), using a v-mos specific DNA probe, isolated the human homologue, 
c-mos(human). It appeared to be 77 % homologous to c-mos(mouse) and to 
code for a 346 amino acid protein. Like c-mos(mouse) c-mos(human) did not 
contain intervening sequences. 
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Schematic restriction map of v-mos Restriction map of c-mos(human) 
and c-mos(mouse) (after Jones et al. (after Watson et al. ,1982). 
1980). 
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d: v-fes/c-fes. Two independently isolated, but very similar strains of 
Feline sarcoma virus were described by Snyder & Theilen (1969, ST-FeSV) 
and Gardner et al.(1970, GA-FeSV). The viruses produce fibrosarcomas in 
cats and transform cells in culture. ST-FeSV encodes a 85 kD polyprotein 
(Ruscetti et al., 1980) which shows protein kinase activity (Van de Ven 
et al.,1980) and is encoded in part by the v-fes sequences (Sherr et al., 
1979). ST-FeSV was molecularly cloned by Sherr et al.(1980). The trans-
forming sequences appeared to be 1.3 kbp long and were used as probe by 
Franchini et al.(1981) to isolate the cat cellular homologue, c-fes(cat) 
appeared to consist of four exons and three introns, the exons being 
homologous to v-fes. 
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Restriction maps of ST-FeSV and Restriction map of c-fes(human) 
c-fes(cat) (after Franchini et al., (after Groffen et al.,1982). 
198Г) and GA-FeSV (after Fedele et 
al.,1981). 
The integrated proviral GA-FeSV DNA was cloned by Fedele et al.(1981). By 
heteroduplex mapping and restriction enzyme analysis they defined the posi­
tion of the v-fes sequences that are common to both ST- and GA-FeSV. v-fes 
of GA-FeSV appeared to contain an additional 450 bp DNA 5'to the v-fes 
sequences of ST-FeSV. Using the same v-fes specific DNA probes Groffen et 
al.(1982) isolated the human c-fes sequences from a human cosmid library, 
c-fes(human) showed an organization very similar to c-fes(cat): it also 
contained exons and introns, the size of the two genes being approximately 
the same. 
2: DNA transfer techniques. 
In short two principle methods for the introduction of DNA into cells 
in culture will be described, because these techniques have proved to be 
essential for the determination of the biological activity, such as trans­
forming activity, of the DNA under investigation. Йоге experimental details 
and possibilities have been recently described by Graessmann et al.(1980) 
and Van der Eb & Graham (1980). 
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a· transfeçtioru The method described here was first published by Graham & 
Van der Eb (1973). In short: DNA under investigation is dissolved in a 
phosphate buffer together with carrier DNA. The pH of the buffer is ex-
tremely critical. Addition of CaClp results in the appearance of a 
microscopic precipitate that renders the solution opalescent. The precipi-
tate, containing co-precipitated DNA, is applied to cells incubated with 
medium for several hours and removed again. The cells can then be passaged 
or treated with DMSO (Stow & wilkie,1976) which in some unknown way en-
hances the transfection efficiency. 
The transfection efficiency is such that only a very small number of 
cells (approximately 1 in 10,000) ultimately integrate and express the exo-
genous DNA. Compatibility to transfection seems to be a function of the 
physiological state of the cell. The exact mechanisms taking place during 
the procedure are not yet completely understood. Loyter et al.(1982) using 
DNA labeled with fluorescent dyes, showed that in fact most cells take up 
the applied DNA in their cytoplasm, but only 1 % of these have any detec-
table exogenous DNA in their nucleus. Further they showed that calcium 
phosphate increased the DNA concentration on the cell surface and protected 
DNA against nucleases in the serun. 
There is evidence that the exogenous DNA first integrates into the car-
rier DNA used, forming high molecular weight structures, before integra-
ting into the host cell DNA (Perucho et al.,1980). Also frequently the ends 
of the exogenous DNA are found to have undergone deletions after transfec-
tion and recombination events were detected occurring between DNAs in co-
transfection experiments (Anderson et al.,1982). Transfection can only be 
used in the following cases. 1) the transfected DNA contains a marker gene 
that can be selected for after transfection, such as a thymidine kinase 
gene or a transforming gene or 2) expression of the DNA after transfection 
results in production of virus that can spread through the culture. 
b" mIÇr°Il[!J§Ç£lODi Graessmann (reviewed by Graessmann et al.,1980) and 
Diacumakos (1973) described the use of glass nncrocapi 1 lanes for the in-
troduction of DNA into single cells. In principle capillaries are drawn 
on a needle puller so that they acquire tips of less than O.b |im. Ihey are 
mounted on the holder of a Leitz micromanipulator and filled with a DNA 
solution either from the back (Diacumakos) or by a sucLion device 
(Graessmann) Cells to be injected arc plated on glass slides or petri-
dishes and are injected under a phase (onLrasL microscope. Injections into 
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the cytoplasm can be followed by movement of cytoplasmic particles and 
injections into the nucleus are visible by a clear shift in refractive 
index. The estimated injection volume is 10~ ml, which is 5-10 % of the 
cell volume. After injection of 1-10 molecules of retroviral DNA in the 
nucleus 0.1-10 % of the cells expressed the DNA, whereas practically every 
cell expressed the DNA after nuclear injection of 100 molecules per cell 
(Kopchik et al.,1981). These authors also showed that injected DNA is 
transcribed as early as four hours after injection. 
Although micro-injection clearly can only be performed on a relatively 
small scale, the high efficiency of expression allows the use of DNAs that 
do not contain a selectable marker. A relatively small amount of cell 
cloning and screening of the injected cells leads to the establishment 
of injected cell lines. 
The micro-injection technique was also used to introduce DNA into 
isolated mouse eggs that were then transplanted back into foster mothers 
and resulted in mice harboring in their chromosomal DNA new exogenous 
genes. Thus the human ß-globin gene and a viral thymidine kinase gene were 
introduced in mouse eggs by Wagner et al.(1981), a fusion gene consisting 
of the metallothionein promoter and a viral thymidine kinase gene was 
introduced by Brinster et al.(1981) and the human insuline gene was intro-
duced by Bürki & Ullrich (1982). The first two papers report the expression 
of the introduced DNA in offspring mice, while all reports show detection 
of only 1-50 integrated copies of the DNA used, although up to 30,000 
molecules were injected per mouse egg. 
3: Eukaryotic functions in retroviral long terminal repeats. Activation 
of genes. 
The coding region of integrated proviruses is flanked on either side by 
identical viral sequences, long terminal repeats (LTR), that arose as a 
consequence of the replication mechanism of retroviruses (Temin,1982). The 
LTR contains unique sequences originating from the 3'end of the viral 
RNA and from the 5'end of the viral RNA. In between is a short stretch of 
nucleotides, called R, that is present on both sides of the viral RNA. 
The LTRs from a large number of retro-
 uTn LTB 
viruses have been sequenced and although К КЧІ |ц ι ч,\ ША 
the sequences are different for dif­
ferent retroviruses, they do have some !^i ai—a vRWA 
features in common that shed light on 
the function of the LTR. Some of the features important for understanding 
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of the LTR as an activating sequence, will be mentioned here briefly. 
a) By comparing the LTR sequences with sequences that are assumed to re-
present signals involved in eukaryotic transcription, some functions 
could be assigned to parts of the LTR. Thus signals for initiation of 
transcription (Hogness box, Gannon et al.,1979) and signals for poly-
adenylation and termination of transcription (Konkel et al.,1978) were 
found. HeLa cell"free extracts offered the possibility to examine the 
proposed functions (Manley et al.,1980). Indeed Ostrowski et al.(1981) 
using HaSV DNA and Fuhrman et al.(1981) using M-MLV DNA detected the 
expected in vitro RNA species after incubation of these DNAs in the 
HeLa cell-free extract. Apparently, the in vitro used RNA polymerase 
II initiation sites are identical to the ones operative in vivo. 
b) From the sequence data it appeared that in some cases a small part of 
the 3"unique sequences of the LTR is present as a direct repeat. The 
sizes and locations of the repeats vary (Dhar et al.,1980, Van Beveren 
et al.,1982). A similar repeat was reported to be present in the promoter 
region of SV40, a DNA tumor virus belonging to the papova viruses. It 
seemed to play a role in initiation of early gene transcription in 
vivo (Benoist & Chambón,1981). Gruss et al.(1981) , using deletion 
mapping in this SV40 promoter region, showed that SV40 DNA having only 
one repeat was still viable upon transfection, but viability was lost 
if deletions were present in this one repeat. The role of the 72 bp repeat 
present in the LTR of M-MSV (Dhar et al.,1980) was investigated by 
replacing the SV40 72 bp repeat by the M-MSV repeat. Levinson et al. 
(1982) showed that after this replacement SV40 DNA is still completely 
viable, although there was no sequence homology between the two repeats 
at all. Apparently they fulfill the same function and they are named 
enhancer sequences. 
c) With the exception of the Mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) LTR, none of 
the LTRs sequences thus far contain an open reading frame, although the 
3'unique region can be quite large. The MMTV LTR harbors in the large U., 
region an open reading frame of 960 nucleotides, that could code for 
a 36 kD.protein. This protein has not yet been found in MMTV infected 
cells (Fasel et al.,1982, Kennedy et al.,1982). In an earlier report 
Dickson et al.(1981) showed that ПМТ DNA can direct in vitro synthesis 
of RNA and proteins, among which was a 36 kD protein, most probably coded 
for by the U, sequences. Furthermore, it appeared that MMTV gene expression 
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was glucocorticoid dependent, both in mammary tumors (Parks et al.,1974) 
and in cells transfected with MMTV DNA (Buetti & Diggelmann,1981). 
Fasel et al.(1982) showed that the hormone sensitivity is located in the 
MMTV LTR. Other examples of glucocorticoid sensitive gene expression 
were found for the human growth hormone gene (Robins et al.,1932) and 
the rat metallothionein gene (Mayo & Palmiter,1981). 
The putative function of the eukaryotic signals found in the LTR was 
assayed by combining the LTR sequences with genes, whose expression could 
be selected for and that either were deleted in their own promoter region 
or were inactive by themselves in transfection experiments. The transfor-
ming genes of retroviruses and their cellular homologues were the first to 
be used for this purpose (Oskarsson et al.,1980, Blair et al.,1981, DeFeo 
et al.,1981). Another, widely used, gene that can be selected for is the 
thymidine kinase gene (TK) of Herpes simplex virus-1 that was cloned by 
Enquist et al.(1979) and sequenced by Wagner et al.(1981). TK" cells can be 
transformed with TK DNA to the TK+ phenotype (Wigler et al.,1978). Selection 
media containing aminopterin select for the TK+ cells (Summers et al.,1975). 
Thus Joyner et al.(1982) showed that the LTR of Spleen focus forming virus 
could successfully replace part of the promoter region, including the 
Hogness box, of the TK gene. The LTR proved to be functional only if 
oriented in the same direction as the coding strand of the TK gene. 
The same type of experiments was used to study the expression of genes 
under hormonal control, by combining the gene under investigation with the 
MMTV LTR. It appeared that after co-transfection of the MMTV LTR with the 
TK gene and selection for TK+ cells, the transcription of the MMTV open 
reading frame was hormone sensitive (Fasel et al.,1982). Also the mouse 
dihydrofolate reductase cDNA clone could be expressed in a hormone depen-
dent way by linking it to the MMTV LTR (Lee et al.,1981). 
Therefore LTRs contain functional eukaryotic signals, necessary for 
faithful transcription of linked genes. Also, in some cases, they contain 
direct repeats in the U3 region that can act as enhancer sequences. In a 
comparison with the strong Adenoviral 2 late promoter and weak promoters 
present in the ovalbumin gene (Wasylyk et al.,1980) and the mouse globin 
gene (Luse & Roeder,1980) the LTR promoter is classified as weak. 
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4: Act ivat ion of c-onc genes. 
As referred to in the previous section v-onc and c-onc genes were the 
f i r s t to be used in LTR act ivat ion experiments. Thus B la i r et a l . (1980) 
showed that v-mos can be activated when coupled to the M-MSV LTR. The LTR 
could be positioned 5" or 3'with respect to v-mos and could be e i ther 
l igated or co-transfected with v-mos. v-mos could be act ivated when isolated 
from cloned M-MSV DNA or from cloned cDNA (Donoghue,1982). From cloning 
of c-onc genes i t appeared that they are not transforming themselves, 
when transfected into NIH-3T3 ce l l s . LTRs can be used to act ivate these 
c-onc genes. B la i r et al.(1981) showed that c-mos(mouse) was transforming 
when l igated to LTR sequences, that could be positioned as far as 1500 bp 
upstream from c-mos(mouse). Using a s imi lar experimental design DeFeo et a l . 
(1981) used an LTR to act ivate the c - ras - l ( r a t ) gene that is b u i l t up of 
four exons and three int rons. The transfect ion ef f ic iency was low when 
compared to the ef f ic iency for the v-ras gene; in the transformed cel ls 
p21, the v-ras gene product, was c lear ly detectable. Chang et al.(1982) 
observed the expression of a closely related p21 protein in ce l ls t rans-
fected with DNA consist ing of an LTR and e-ras-1(human), that also contains 
three intervening sequences. Furthermore, i t appeared that a very s l i gh t 
increase in the amount of p21 in ce l ls could apparently cause transformation. 
Thus NIH-3T3 ce l ls transformed with LTR-c-ras-l(human) DNA contained only 
four times as much p21 as did normal NIH-3T3 ce l l s . However, using mono-
clonal ant isera, that discriminate between the closely related KiSV p21 
or HaSV p21 prote ins, Fürth el al.(1982) and Chang et al.(1982) found that 
the p21 observed in normal rodent ce l ls is related to the KiSV p21, while 
the normal human cel ls diplay expression of HaSV related p21 prote in . 
Recently two publications reported that two cloned human c-onc genes 
could not be act ivated with promoter sequences. Groffen et a l . (1982) 
showed that although most or a l l of the v-fes related sequences were pre-
sent in clones of human c- fes , i t proved to be imossible to act ivate th is 
gene. For act ivat ion experiments they used an SV40 promoter/TK selection 
system, that was previously shown to be functional in an assay using the 
globin gene. However, they could not yet exclude the poss ib i l i t y of 
very small mutations in the c-fes(human) that would abolish the t ransfor-
ming a c t i v i t y . Watson et al.(1982) isolated the c-mos(human) gene and 
detcted the presence of an open reading frame. However, they fa i l ed to 
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transform NIH-3T3 cel ls with c-mos(human) coupled to an LTR. Also the 
hybrid molecule consisting of an LTR, the 5"end of c-mos(mouse) and the 3' 
end of c-mos_(human) fa i l ed to transform ce l ls a f te r t ransfect ion. In the 
case of c-mos(human) th is f a i l u re is not due to mutations. The very con-
servative character of the c-onc genes, such as c-mos and c- fes, implies 
that they f u l f i l l some, yet unknown, important funct ion(s) in ce l l growth 
regulation or ce l l d i f f e ren t i a t i on . I f the fa i l u re to transform cel ls with 
the DNAs mentioned in the las t two papers, is not due to mutations, th is 
might indicate that the proposed regulatory funct ion(s) is d i f fe rent from 
the transforming funct ion. Apparently at least in some cases the t ransfor-
ming function might be l os t . In other cases, for instance c-ras-1 expres-
s ion, transformation seems to resul t from increases in the expression of 
the c-onc gene. 
5: c-onc genes involved in human tumori genesis. 
The observation that c-onc genes, activated by coupling to eukaryotic 
promoter sequences, can cause ce l l transformation in v i t r o , suggested that 
they could play a role in non-viral tumori genesis. Several methods based on 
transfect ion were developed for the i den t i f i ca t i on of such genes. In short: 
DNA, isolated from human tumors or from cel l l ines derived from tumors, 
is transfected onto NIH-3T3 ce l l s . DNA, isolated from primary f o c i , is 
again transfected onto NIH-3T3 c e l l s . By making use of the ubiquitous 
character of the Alu repet i t i ve sequences (Jelinek et a l . ,1980) , that are 
absent from NIH-3T3 DNA, i t is possible to spec i f i ca l l y detect human DNA 
in the secondary NIH-3T3 f o c i . For a more detai led characterization of the 
human c-onc gene DNA from the tumor cel l l i nes , the primary and the secon-
dary foci are analysed by res t r i c t i on enzyme analysis. Some enzymes w i l l 
leave the transforming a c t i v i t y of the DNA i n tac t , while others w i l l destroy 
i t . Indeed th is approach led to the discovery of transforming sequences in 
some cel l l ines derived from human tumors. 
Kront i r is & Cooper (1981) examined a large number of human tumors and 
tumor ce l l l ines for the presence of transforming sequences and found 
th is a c t i v i t y for the bladder carcinoma cel l l ines EJ andJ82. The trans-
forming a c t i v i t y was destroyed in both cases with EcoRI, Hindi 11 or KpnI. 
Using a s imi lar experimental design Murray et a l . (1981) demonstrated that 
the transforming genes present in colon, bladder carcinoma and promyelo-
cyt ic leukemia ce l l l ines were d i f fe rent ones. In both reports a probe, 
detecting the Alu sequences, was used for characterization of the t ransfor-
ming genes. Based on the inact ivat ion of transforming a c t i v i t y by certain 
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restriction enzymes, Lane et al. (1981) observed the same or closely re-
lated transforming sequences to be present in a number of MMTV induced 
mouse mammary tumors, a carcinogen induced mouse mammary tumor and a cell 
line derived from a human breast cancer, MCF-7. Recently Becker et al. (1982) 
detected the presence of a 82 kD glycoprotein that is specifically 
associated with the transmissible transforming gene of the MCF-7 cell line. 
Similarly Perucho et al. (1981) observed the expression of a common 
transforming gene in cell lines derived from two lung carcinomas and one 
colon carcinoma; this gene appeared to be different from the transforming 
genes present in a bladder carcinoma cell line, T24, and a neuroblastoma 
cell line. Unfortunately, from all data presented in the papers mentioned 
above it appeared that up till now none of the tumor DNAs tested contained 
transforming sequences while only a small number of tumor derived cell 
lines harbored detectable transforming genes. 
The availability of a large number of different probes, isolated from 
DNA clones of sarcoma viruses, allowed the analysis of RNA species in 
different tumor cell lines. Eva et al. (1982) detected a sis related RNA 
species of 4.2 kb in glioblastoma and sarcoma cell lines, but not in cell 
lines derived from melanomas, carcinomas and teratomas. Surprisingly, all 
cell lines investigated, among which were normal human cell lines, showed 
expression of c-myc, c-abl and c-bas related RNA species to a different, 
but clearly detectable, degree (c-myc is the cellular homologue of the trans-
forming gene of MC-29, an avian acute leukemia virus (Coffin et al.,1981)). 
Westin et al. (1982a) found RNA transcripts homologous to abl, ras and myc 
sequences in all fresh leukemias and derived cell lines investigated. They 
observed a variation in expression of only two to three fold with the 
exception of the HL60 promyelocyte leukemia cell line, that showed a 10 
fold increase in expression of myc related RNA. The probability of a role 
for c-myc in the differentiation of haemopoietic cells was demonstrated by 
the suppression of c-myc expression in DMSO treated HL60 cells. HL60 cells 
differentiate to granulocytes when treated with DMSO (Collins et al., 1979) 
or to macrophages when treated with phorbol ester (Rovera et al., 1979). 
A similar role for c-amv, the cellular homologue of the transforming gene 
of Avian myeloblastosis virus (Duesberg, 1979), in the differentiation of 
haemopoietic cells was suggested by Westin et al.(1982 ). They investigated 
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the expression of c-amv in a large number of neoplastic cell lines, repre­
senting different stages of B- and T- lymphocyte differentiation. Lane et 
al.(1982), investigating pre B-, mature B-, intermediate T- and mature T-
tumor cell lines, demonstrated the existence of transforming genes specific 
for each of the differentiation stages, based on restriction enzyme inac-
tivation experiments as well as on the presence or absence of repetitive 
sequences closely associated with the transforming genes. However, although 
c-amv expression is specific for certain differentiation stages of haemo-
poietic cells it is not necessarily the cause of the transformed state of 
the cells, because Lane et al. (1982) did not detect transforming activity 
in the DNA of a tumor cell line, MOLT-4, in which Westin et al. (1982) 
observed a very high expression of c-amv. 
Recently several groups reported the isolation of the transforming gene 
from the bladder carcinoma cell lines T24 and EJ. Goldfarb et al. (1982) 
used the gene rescue method, with the Ecoli tRNA amber suppressor gene 
supF as a marker, to isolate the transforming gene from the cell line T24. 
They detected a restriction enzyme polymorphism of the region close to the 
T24 one gene among different human DNAs, but no major rearrangements were 
found in the T24 one gene when compared to human placental DNA. Shi h & 
Weinberg (1982), using the AJ_u sequences as probe, isolated the EJ one 
gene, that proved to be very similar to the T24 one gene. Similar results 
were reported by Pulciani et al.(1982) for the T24 one gene. Parada et al. 
(1982), Der et al. (1982) and Santos et al. (1982) found the T24 and EJ 
one genes to be homologous to v-ras. When comparing their data with data 
from Chang et al. (1982) who reported the isolation of c-ras-l(human) it 
appears that the T24/EJ one gene are identical to c-ras-l(human). Santos 
et al. (1982), however, found a 200 bp deletion outside but close to the 3' 
end of the T24 one gene when compared to c-ras-l(human). 
ι i lxr* 1 l í 
Organization of the EJ one gene Organization of the T24 one gene 
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The mechanism by which the c-ras-l(human) is activated, thus possibly 
causing transformation of bladder cells, is not clear. Mutations, not de-
tectable by restriction mapping, could activate the gene thus causing a 
slight increase in its expression that might suffice for transformation 
(Der et al., 1982). Alternatively transformation might be the result of 
qualitative changes instead of quantitative changes of p21. Interestingly, 
the phosphoprotein p23, a processing product of p21 (Fürth et al., 1982), 
is absent from most human tumor cell lines. It is present, however, in T24 
cells and in NIH-3T3 cells transformed by the T24 one gene (Santos et al., 
1982). This suggests that the appearance of p23, more than the presence of 
p21, is related to the transformed state of the bladder carcinoma cells. 
Also it is unclear whether or not the Alu repetitive sequences present at 
2.0 kbp from the e-ras-1(human) gene that appeared to be mobile in cloning 
experiments, play a role in transformation (Shih & Weinberg, 1982). A close 
association of Alu sequences and c-sis(human) was reported previously by 
Dalla-Favera et al. (1981). 
6: Concluding remarks. 
Some remarks should be made concerning the possibility of artifacts due 
to the experimental approach chosen. With these remarks in mind it is 
possible to draw a very schematic figure showing the data presented. 
First of all, the isolation of the c-onc genes is dependent upon a 
transfection assay in which visible foci can be picked up. For this pur-
pose NIH-3T3 cells are used by all groups. However, up till now no foci 
resulted from transfection of tumor DNAs and only a small number of tumor 
derived cell lines contained transforming sequences. Furthermore, it 
appeared that the c-onc genes isolated thus far from tunor cell lines could 
transform Rat-1 cells and CHEF/18 cells (Smith et al., 1982) in addition to 
NIH-3T3 cells. NIH-3T3 cells are almost transformed themselves, requiring 
only one event for complete transformation (Rigby, 1982, Newmark, 1982), 
but the other two cell lines are more normal in that multiple events are 
required for complete transformation. Therefore, the activation of the 
c-onc genes isolated up till now, most probably represents the final step 
in the multiple stage tumorigenesis process. 
Secondly, at least in two cases it appeared that the c-onc that is 
thought to be the cause of the particular tumor development investigated, 
is different from the c-onc gene that resulted from the transfection assays 
used. Thus activation of c-myc was shown to cause bursal lymphomas in 
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chickens (Hayward et al., 1981), but a gene very similar to с-ras-1(human) 
was isolated in transfection assays with the lymphoma cell line DNA (Cooper 
& Neiman, 1981, Rigby,1982). Secondly, although c-amv was shown to be 
highly expressed in a human tumor cell line, MOLT-4, no c-onc gene could be 
isolated in the transfection assays (Westin et al., 1982 , Lane et al.,1982). 
Thridly, it is not yet known what differences exist between tumor cells 
and cells from tumor derived cell lines. In general, it proves to be very 
difficult to establish a permanent cell line from tumors. This could 
imply that subtle differences in growth properties or substrate re­
quirements by activation of genes take place in this process or are selec­
ted for from a heterogenous population of primary tumor cells. Possibly 
some of these genes are isolated in the transfection experiments. Small 
differences such as the 200 bp deletion in the vicinity of c-ras-l(human) 
or rearrangement of Al и sequences next to c-ras-l(hunan) have been repor­
ted (Santos et al., 1982, Shih & Weinberg, 1982). 
Finally, small elevations of expression of c-onc genes were implied in 
tumori genesis. Der et al.(1982) showed that a two to four fold increase 
in c-onc expression resulted in transformation of cells in the case of 
c-ras. 
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A similar barely detectable expression of c-mos or v-mos also resulted in 
transformation of cells (Papkoff et al., 1982). But the finding that slightly 
modified c-onc products, such as p23(ras), are found in some human tumors, 
instead of the normal endogenous p21(ras), indicates that not only 
quantitative but also qualitative differences will be found to play a 
role in the development of tumors (Klein, 1981). 
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CHAPTER I I 
3Y1 Rat Cells are defective in Processing of the Envelope Precursor 
Protein of AKR Virus 
Frans A.van der Hoorn, Chris J.M.Saris and Henri P.J.Bloemers 
Department of Biochemistry, University of Nijmegen, Geert Grooteplein 
Noord 2 1 , 6525 EZ, Nijmegen, The Netherlands. 
ABSTRACT 
Rat 3Y1 cells were infected by AKR virus through micro-injection of 
molecularly cloned proviral DNA. Based on a strong immunofluorescence 
using anti-рЗО as an antiserum a cell clone (RESA-2) was selected that 
had a high expression of viral antigens. Subsequent restriction analysis 
of its DNA revealed that the RESA-2 clone contained at least 30 ap­
parently intact integrated provi ruses per genome. There was an apparently 
normal synthesis and processing of gag- and pol-gene products. The viral 
envelope precursor polyprotein gPr82 e n v, however, did not yield the 
major envelope glycoprotein gp70. The gag-precursor polyprotein, Pr65 g a g, 
as well as the gPr82 e n v from RESA-2 cells were identified as AKR viral 
proteins by gel electrophoresis of hydroxylamine cleavage fragments. The 
virions formed by RESA-2 cells lacked gp70 and were non-infectious. After 
fusion of RESA-2 cells and mouse cells an infectious N-tropic virus was 
produced. The results indicate that rat 3Y1 cells lack (a) factor(s) 
necessary for the correct processing of gPr82e . The high incidence of 
abortive infections of murine leukemia virus (MLV) in susceptible rat 
cells reported by others is therefore probably due to defective par­
ticles in the virus stock and/or to the lack of (a) cellular factor(s) 
necessary for reverse transcription and subsequent integration of the 
viral genome. 
Compared to the number of reports dealing with mouse retroviruses in 
the mouse system, very few publications report experiments in which mouse 
retroviruses are studied in rat cells. Rat cells have the advantage that 
no endogenous viruses are present that are homologous to the well 
characterized ecotropic viruses such as Moloney murine leukemia virus 
(M-HLV) (1) or Friend murine leukemia virus (F-MLV) (2). Not all rat cell 
lines are susceptible to infection with these viruses: NRK cells,however, 
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can be infected and were used in the studies mentioned (3). The data from 
these reports show that although very high multiplications of infection 
were used only one provirus (in the case of non-producer clones) or a low 
number of proviruses (in the case of producer clones) were present (1, 4). 
Furthermore, the percentage of clones showing abberant expression of the 
retroviruses was high (5). This observation, however, does not necessarily 
mean that the rat cells and the murine viruses are less compatible since 
similar defects were found when single mouse cells were infected (3). 
We set out to establish a rat cell line containing many Akv proviruses 
in order to distinguish between possible early and late defects occurring 
during infection of rat cells with mouse ecotropic viruses. For this we 
made use of micro-injection (6) of molecularly cloned proviral Akv DNA 
(7) into a non-susceptible rat cell line, 3Y1. 
3Y1 cells could not be productively infected with AKR virus, as was 
concluded from XC- and reverse transcriptase (RT) assays and from the 
lack of viral protein synthesis in 3Y1 cells exposed to AKR virus (data 
not shown). Therefore, after succesful micro-injection of 3Y1 cells with 
Akv DNA any integration of Akv proviruses would be the result of the 
micro-injection and not of secondary infections. The Akv DNA clone used 
(7), clone 623, contained a complete, infectious, copy of Akv as well as 
mouse cellular sequences. From the injection volume (approximately 10 
ml) and the DNA concentration used (0.1 mg/ml) we estimate that 50 
molecules are injected per cell. We used an indirect immunofluorescence 
assay to detect expression of p30, the major viral core protein, in 
injected cells , as described (8). After injection of 100 cells in the 
nucleus with Akv DNA we found approximately 5-10 % of the cells to be 
immunofluorescence positive and through single cell cloning we obtained a 
cell line, named RESA-2, that appeared to be very positive for expression 
of p30. 
DNA was isolated from this cell line and from 3Y1 cells and analysed 
by restriction analysis for the presence of Akv DNA. From Fig.l it can be 
seen that 3Y1 cells do not contain sequences homologous to the Akv 
sequences (lanes А, В and C). From lane D the number of proviral Akv 
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Figure 1:Analysis of Akv DNA in RESA-2 
cells. High molecular weight DNA was 
isolated as described (9) from 3Y1 
cells (lanes А, В and C) and from 
RESA-2 cells (lanes D, E and F). The 
DNAs were digested with EcoRI (lanes 
A and D), Xhol (lanes В and E) or 
with PstI (lanes С and F) and se­
parated on a 0.7 % agarose gel 
(SeaKem). After transfer to a nitro­
cellulose filter (Schleicher & 
Schuil, BA 85) according to Southern 
(10) Akv specific DNA was detected by 
hybridization in 50 % formami de with 
nick translated clone 623 DNA as des­
cribed (8). Exposure of blots was on 
Kodak XR-5 film for 3 days at -70°. 
Hindlll digested λ DNA was used as 
a marker. 
copies can be estimated, because EcoRI does not cleave Akv DNA. From this 
Fig. and from autoradiographs of similar blots of low percentage gels we 
estimated that 30 Akv copies are present in RESA-2 cells. Except for one, 
all bands are of a size greater than genome size (8.8 kbp). Xhol cleaves 
Akv DNA in the middle and thus generates many bands, some smaller than ge­
nome size (lane E). To show that most copies contain genome size Akv DNA we 
digested RESA-2 DNA with PstI, that only has cleavage sites in the long 
terminal repeats (LTR) of Akv DNA, thus generating a band of 8.2 kbp if 
there are no major deletions in the Akv DNA. Lane F shows that almost all 
copies of the Akv DNA generate a band of 8.2 kbp. Only three smaller bands 
are seen. Therefore in RESA-2 cells approximately 30 apparently complete 
Akv DNA copies are present. 
The use of the immunofluorescence assay in the cloning of the cell line 
RESA-2 implied expression of Akv gag related proteins. This expression was 
investigated in more detail by pulse-chase experiments. The results are 
shown in Fig.2. The lanes with the anti sera used, were grouped in the same 
order in which the mature viral proteins are encoded on the Akv genome, 
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Figure 2:Viral protein expression in RESA-2 
cells. RESA-2 cells were labeled_with ( 3 5S)-
МгхЮ" methionine (75 uCi/ml) for 30 min and chased 
for 3 hr. After lysis in PBSTDS, according 
to Van Zaane et al.(11), viral proteins were 
immunoprecipitated by incubation of portions 
of the lysate first with the antisera anti-
pl5 (lane A), anti-pl2 (lane B), anti-p30 
(lane C), anti-plO (lane D), anti-RT (lane 
3 0 — | » ι E) or anti-pl5(E)pl2(E) (lane F) and next 
with protein A-Sepharose (Pharmacia). The 
precipitates were analysed by electropho-
12.5-- ЩР res i s on a 7-18 % SDS Polyacrylamide gel. 
m denotes the marker lane. 
*9»)_ 
kD 
-94 
-69 
-46 
Figure 3:Identification of viral precursor 
proteins. In order to compare the gag- and 
env-precursor proteins in RESA-2 cells and 
in NIH-3T3 cells productively infected with 
-29 AKR virus, slices were cut out from gels 
on which the precursor proteins present in 
these two cell lines had been separated. 
-M5 The slices were treated with hydroxy!ami ne 
(Saris et al., manuscript in preparation), 
loaded on a 10 % SDS Polyacrylamide gel on 
which the cleavage fragments were separated 
by electrophoresis. Lane A, Pr65g 9 from 
RESA-2 cells. Lane B, Pr65 g a g from NIH-3T3(Akv) cells. Lane C, gPr82 e n v 
from RESA-2 cells. Lane D, gPr82 e n v from NIH-3T3(Akv) cells. 
i.e. pl5, pl2, рЗО, plO, RT, (gp70-pl5(E)). The anti-pl5, anti-pl2, anti-p30 
and anti-plO antisera detect the gag-precursor protein Pr65 g a g. The fainter 
band in lane В is due to the low titer of the anti-pl2 antiserum. In lane С 
рЗО can be seen. Bands representing pl5 and plO are not detected because 
these proteins do not contain methionine. In lane D the intermediate 
cleavage product Pr40g g can be seen.In lane E the Prl80 g a g ^0 precursor 
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protein is visible after precipitation with anti-RT antiserum. It can also 
be seen in lanes Α-D (arrow, Fig.2). An env-precursor protein gPr82 as 
well as a very small amount of pl5(E) are visible in lane F. The identifi­
cation of the Pr65 g a g and gPr82 e n v proteins as Akv encoded proteins was 
established by hydroxy!ami ne cleavage of these precursor proteins. By 
hydroxylamine cleavage closely related MLVs can be identified by the 
specific cleavage patterns of their precursor proteins (Saris et al., 
manuscript in preparation). In Fig.3 we compared the precursor proteins 
mentioned with precursor proteins obtained by immunoprecipitation of Akv 
proteins from lysates of NIH-3T3 cells that were productively infected with 
AKR virus. Clearly, the cleavage patterns of the gag-precursors (lanes A 
and B) and of the env-precursors ( lanes С and D) are identical. RESA-2 
cells, therefore, show normal Akv gag- and pol-precursor protein expres­
sion and processing, and expression of Akv gPr82 e n v. However, no mature 
gp70 is formed suggesting a lack of the necessary protease functions in 
these 3Y1 cells. 
Based on positive RT-assays we expected that RESA-2 cells produced 
virions containing active RT. However, we were unable to productively in­
fect the mouse cell lines NIH-3T3, Balb/c-3T3 or SC-1 or the mink cell 
line CCL-64 with these virions, suggesting that they are defective. 
a b c d m e f g h Figure 4:Protei η analysis of RESA-2 
mm virions. In order to obtain labeled 
virions for analysis, RESA-2 cells were 
p 3 0 -
p15(E)-
gpr82
env
- Щ M f » labeled overnight with (35S)-methionine 
Pr65 - « i _ (25 yCi/ml). After 16 hr the medium was 
a, collected and the virions were pelleted 
through a 20 % glycerol cushion. The 
RESA-2 cells were treated with trypsine 
as described by Van Zaane et al.(11) in 
order to remove any protein or parts of 
proteins protruding from the cell 
membrane. Next the cells and virions were 
lysed in PBSTDS and viral proteins were 
analysed as described in the legend to Fig.2. Lanes a-d: RESA-2 cells. Lanes 
e-h: RESA-2 virions. The first antisera used were in lanes a and e anti­
Rauscher murine leukemia virus antiserum, lanes b and f anti-рЗО antiserum, 
lanes с and g anti-RT antiserum and lanes d and h anti-pl5(E)pl2(E) antiserum. 
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The virion proteins were analysed and compared to viral proteins expressed in 
the RESA-2 cells. The result of this analysis is shown in Fig.4. From 
lanes a, b, с and d it can be seen that large quantities of gPr82 e n v and 
Pr65 g a g, but relatively little p30 and pl5(E) are present in RESA-2 cells. 
Lanes e-h show the viral proteins present in the virions using the same 
antisera as used in lanes a-d. Lane f shows the presence of large amounts 
of p30, while some pl5(E) is present also (lane h). However, no gp70 can be 
detected. We conclude that the virions do not contain mature gp70 in their 
envelopes and therefore are non-infectious to mouse cells. This conclusion 
is in agreement with other reports that gp70 itself is not necessary for 
budding of retroviruses (2, 3, 12). Although a low RT activity is 
measured in the virions we did not detect the RT (lane g ), probably because 
the amount was too low. 
RESA-2 cells contain a large number of Akv proviruses, introduced by 
micro-injection, and faithfully express the viral genes. However, although 
Pr65g " is processed normally we did not detect normal processing of gPr82 
suggesting that 3Y1 cells might lack the protease function necessary for 
that processing. The other possibility that small deletions in the Akv 
genome, not detectable by restriction enzyme analysis, cause the observed 
defect is unlikely in view of the high number of integrated proviruses and 
the strong fluorescence. The lack of^(a) factor(s) necessary for normal 
processing of gPr82 e n v was further indicated when RESA-2 cells were fused 
with mouse cells (dense H, a subclone of NIH-3T3) that in their genome do 
not contain integrated proviruses of ecotropic HLVs. The virus isolated 
from the fusion cultures was infectious to mouse cells and displayed the 
characteristic host-range of AKR virus (not shown), indicating that indeed 
3Y1 rat cells lack some post-integration function(s) necessary for correct 
processing of gPr82 e n v. The observed defect explains why 3Y1 cells exposed to 
AKR virus do not become XC- or RT-positive or contain detectable amounts of 
viral proteins, because the virus formed by a low number of succesful 
infections does not spread in the culture. The lack of gPr82e v processing 
is not a general characteristic of rat cells since some rat cells (HRK for 
instance) are able to produce infectious virions. The high incidence of 
abortive infections (1,4) must be due to the presence of many defective virions 
in a virus stock or to the lack of the right cellular factors required 
for reverse transcription and subsequent integration, or to both since 
abortive infections were largely prevented by micro-injection of 
infectieux DNA. 
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Expression of a subgenomic Akv DNA Fragment after Micro-injection into 
House Ba1b/c-3T3 Cells 
1 1 2 1 
Frans A.van der Hoorn , Uim Quint , Hartmut Beug , Carla Onnekink and 
Henri P.J.Bloemers 
1 Department of Biochemistry, University of Nijmegen, Geert Grooteplein 
Noord 21, 6525 EZ, Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
2 Deutsches Krebsforschungs Zentrum, Im Neuenheimer Feld 280, 6900 
Heidelberg, Germany 
ABSTRACT 
Micro-injection of tissue culture cells was used to introduce a retro­
viral DNA fragment that does not contain selectable markers into Balb/c-
3T3 cells. He used an 11.2 kbp fragment isolated from the DNA clone 623 
that contained the 4.2 kbp 5'terminal Akv sequences. After micro-injection 
and screening of cultures for expression of Akv encoded proteins, three 
cell clones were obtained one of which (named BESA-3) was used for a de­
tailed characterization. BESA-3 cells appeared to contain one copy of 
the injected fragment integrated between long terminal repeat sequences 
and producing a 35 S RNA related to the gag portion of Akv RNA but not 
packageable in pseudo virions. A slowly processed Pr65 9 a g was also pro­
duced. BESA-3 cells did not synthesize Prl30 g a g" p o 1 and did not form 
virions. In addition to the impaired Akv gag expression, an env related 
82 kD protein was observed in immunoprecipitation studies. Restriction 
analysis, analysis of mRNA and precipitation reactions with monoclonal 
antibodies indicated that the injected fragment had recombined with en­
dogenous non-Akv murine leukemia viral (MLV) sequences, resulting in in­
duction of the env related protein. The defect in the rate of processing 
of the newly expressed Pr65 g a a (possibly associated with the loss of a 
restriction site in clone 623) was overcome by infection with the ampho-
tropic 4070-A virus, BESA-3 cells being resistant to infection with eco-
tropi с ML Vs. 
Retroviral structural proteins have been studied in great detail (25). 
For many proteins characteristic peptide patterns or amino acid sequences 
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have been published. These data were confirmed by nucleic acid sequence 
data (23, 29). Also the relation between precursor proteins and products 
has been elucidated (25). However, compared to our knowledge of struc­
tural details less is known about the biological functions of these pro­
teins. Transfection (10) and micro-injection (9) of cells in culture can 
be used to study biological functions. In transfection experiments the 
expression of retroviral DNA or of subgenomi с retroviral DNA fragments 
(1, 16, 30) were studied. In each case the cells expressing the DNA, could 
be selected for. However, micro-injection can be used to assay the pos­
sible expression of a viral genomic fragment without using selectable 
markers, in many types of cells. Thus this approach can complement other 
attempts to correlate structure and biological functions including 
studies with ts-mutants (28, 34). In this paper we describe the intro­
duction and expression of a subgenomic fragment of Akv DNA containing 
gag related sequences (13) into Balb/c-3T3 cells. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Cel 1 s_and_viruses 
NIH-3T3, 3Y1 and Balb/c-3T3 ce l ls were grown in Dulbecco's modif icat ion 
of Eagle's medium supplemented with 10 % ca l f serum (GIBCO). R-MLV, M-MLV 
(7) and amphotropic 4070-A MLV (11) were grown in NIH-3T3 c e l l s . AKR murine 
leukemia virus ( fur ther designated AKR-623) was isolated from NIH-3T3 c e l l s 
productively transfected with clone 623 DNA by the calcium phosphate co-
p r e c i p i t a t i o n method (10). Infections of mouse c e l l s with the viruses 
were performed in the presence of 4 ug/ml polybrene. 
'JiÇ!TOziDJ§ÇîiQ!]-§Dd_seleçtign_of_çel}s 
Micro- in ject ion was performed essent ia l ly as described by Graessmann et 
a l . ( 9 ) . DNA solutions (100 pg/ml) were introduced into nuclei of Balb/c-
3T3 ce l ls using s i l icon ized glass cap i l la r ies with t ips smaller than 0.5 
ym, mounted on a Leitz micromanipulator. A culture of 100 Balb/c-3T3 ce l l s 
was micro-injected and grown to confluency. Cells were examined for expres-
sion of v i r a l proteins by an ind i rect immunofluorescence assay (IF) (30) 
using anti-R-MLV p30 antiserum (anti-рЗО) as the f i r s t antiserum and swine 
anti rabbit IgG coupled to FITC as the second antiserum (Nordic, T i l b u r g , 
The Netherlands). Cultures containing IF posi t ive ce l ls were cloned in 
m i c r o t i t e r plates (Falcon). Clones were screened for v i r a l protein ex­
pression using the assay described above. 
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I§9lÊH9Q-§Dd_§nalYsis_of_DNA 
High molecular weight DNA was isolated as described (31). Restriction 
enzymes EcoRI (Boehringer), Sail, Xhol, PstI, Kpnl, BamHI and Hindlll 
(Bethesda Research Labs) were used under the conditions described by the 
manufacturers. The digested DNA samples were separated by electrophoresis 
on 0.7 % agarose gels (SeaKem) and were transferred to nitrocellulose 
filters (Schleicher & Schuil, BA 85) by the Southern blotting technique (24). 
DNA fragments containing Akv sequences were detected by hybridization to 
cloned Akv genome fragments selected for their specificity for Akv genes 
(generous gift of Dr.A.J.M.Berns). Thus Akv gag and Akv env could be dis-
tinguished from genes of other MLVs (W.Quint & A.Berns, to be published). 
Immunogreçigitation_and_SDS;PAGE 
Cells to be analysed for expression of viral proteins were labeled for 
35 15 min with S-methionine (RCA) and were either lysed immediately or 
after incubation for different periods of time in chase medium (32). Viral 
proteins were immunoprecipitated using anti-рЗО or anti-R-MLV gp70. Anti-
p30 was raised in rabbits against purified p30 (32). Anti-gp70 was ob­
tained from the NCI. Proteins were separated by electrophoresis on 7-18 % 
or on 10 % SDS-polyacrylamide gels. Radioactivity was visualized by 
scintillation autoradiography (3). 
I§Ql§íl9D.9f_mB^_and_analysis 
Total cellular RNA was isolated according to Palmiter (17). The RNA 
preparations were passed over oligo-dT cellulose columns (Collaborative 
Research,Mass.) and poly-A containing RNA was eluted from the columns 
in low salt buffer (2). The mRNAs were precipitated with LiCl and ethanol 
and dissolved in sterile TE (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8/ ImM EDTA). Samples 
of the mRNA preparations were treated with glyoxal/DMSO (50 min at 50°C) 
(15) and separated by electrophoresis on 1.4 % agarose gels. Blotting was 
performed according to Thomas (27). 
RESULTS 
MÍ£!T5lÍDÍ§£Cl9Q_of_B§lb¿Ci3T3_cells 
Clone 623 DNA (Fig.l) was shown by transfection to harbor a biologically 
active Akv genome in addition to surrounding cellular sequences (13). 
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Figure l:Map of the DNA clone 
(H) s x ρ ς; ____
 β
„ „ 6 2 3 as determined by Rands et 
clone 6 2 3 a l . ( i g ) and of the fragment 
used. Clone 623 containing 
E ρ s ^kv sequences was a generous 
< / / » 112 kbp g i f t of Dr.D.Lowy (13). E= 
EcoRI, P=PstI, H=HindII I , 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .
 k t a S=SalI and X=XhoI. The black 
* boxes denote the long termi­
nal repeats (LTR). The open 
box denotes AKR-623 DNA se­
quences and l ines denote 
gag pen 
cellular DNA present in clone 623. The position of the viral genes on the 
map is based on data by Shimmick et al.(23). 
The cloned DNA was digested with EcoRI and Sail and the fragments were se­
parated on a 0.7 % agarose gel. The 11.2 kbp EcoRI-Sall fragment (Fig.1) 
was isolated from the gel by electro-elution and dissolved in the micro­
injection buffer described by Graessmann et al.(9). From the DNA concen­
tration (100 pg/ml ) and the estimated volume of the injected solution 
(10 ml) it is calculated that approximately 85 molecules are injected 
per cell. After one week the injected culture contained 5 % IF positive 
cells. Single cell clones were derived from the culture and, after a 
second screening by indirect IF, three single cell clones showed strong 
expression of proteins reactive with anti-рЗО. In a subsequent pulse 
labeling experiment the clones appeared to express Pr65^a^ as well as an 
env like 82 kD protein (based on immunoprecipitation analysis, data not 
shown). Because of the similarity and possible identity of the three 
clones the following experiments were done with one clone, designated 
BESA-3. 
^Q§ly^i§_2f_§E§A:3_çhrgmosçmal_DNA 
The stable expression of anti-рЗО reactive proteins in the clones in­
dicated that most probably one or more copies of the injected DNA fragment 
had been integrated. Furthermore, the observed expression of an 82 kD 
protein suggested that one of the integrated copies had induced this ex­
pression, possibly by recombination with an endogenous MLV genome. High 
molecular weight DNA from BESA-3 cells and from Balb/c-3T3 cells was 
isolated and digested with EcoRI, with EcoRI and PstI, or with Hindi 11. 
EcoRI does not cleave Akv DNA. PstI cleaves Akv DNA twice, namely in both 
LTRs, see Fig.l. Fragments containing Akv sequences were detected after 
gel separation and blotting by hybridization to an Akv specific DNA probe. 
The results show (Fig.2) that Balb/c-3T3 cells contain one copy of endo­
genous Akv (lane B) that is cleaved by PstI to give a band of 8.2 kbp 
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(lane D), as was shown before (18). The BESA-3 EcoRI digest, on the other 
hand, contains two bands hybridizing to the DNA probe (lane A). The lower 
band (20 kbp) represents the endogenously present Akv genome. The upper 
band not present in Balb/c-3T3 is apparently due to the integration of 
the micro-injected Akv fragment. The combined EcoRI/PstI digestions did 
kbp 
23.5- ; 
9.6_ 
6.8_ 
Figure 2:Analysis of the integration pat­
tern of Akv DNA. High molecular weight 
DNA was isolated from BESA-3 cells (lanes 
А, С and E) or from Balb/c-3T3 cells 
(lanes B, D and F). The DNAs were diges­
ted with EcoRI (lanes A and B) , with 
EcoRI/PstI (lane С and D) or with Hind 
III (lanes E and F). Hybridization was 
performed with an Akv specific DNA probe 
(lanes Α-D) or with an Akv gag specific 
DNA probe (lanes E and F). 
not reveal a difference between Balb/c-
3T3 and BESA-3 (lanes D and C). The ex-
4.3_ / pected 8.2 kbp band is present as well as 
two more bands resulting from cross-hy­
bridization with fragments of multiple 
copies of numerous other endogenous MLVs, 
that accumulate after EcoRI/PstI digestions in such amounts that they are 
recognized by the Akv specific DNA probe (18). The fact that no additional 
bands were found suggests that the micro-injected DNA fragment recombined 
with one of the endogenous MLVs. 
These conclusions were confirmed by digestions with Hindlll which recog­
nizes a unique characteristic of the Akv 623 clone. Naturally occurring 
Akv proviruses all seem to posses one Hindlll site at 2.8 kbp. Apparently 
that site was lost during the isolation of clone 623 (19). BESA-3 and 
Balb/c-3T3 D'JAs were digested with Hindlll, separated by electrophoresis 
and blotted. The blots were hybridized to an Akv specific probe that only 
detects the region from 1.8 to 2.8 kbp, i.e. to the left of the Hindlll 
site (absent in clone 623, see Fig.l). As can be seen from Fig.2, lanes E 
and F, Hindlll digested BESA-3 DNA contains two bands hybridizing to the 
probe used: one band of 14 kbp and one band of 6 kbp. In contrast, Balb/c-
3T3 DNA contains only the 6 kbp Hindlll fragment, resulting from cleavage 
of the endogenous Akv genome. The 14 kbp fragment was not detectable using 
an Akv env specific probe (data not shown), thus identifying the observed 
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band as resul t ing from the micro-injected DNA fragment. More evidence fo r a 
recombination of the Akv DNA fragment with an endogenous MLV comes from 
analysis of the 82 kD env l i ke protein and of the mRNA present in BESA-3 ce l l s . 
yir§l_BÍI95§Í!].EíB!r§§5Í9G_ÍD_§ESA-3 
kD Figure 3: Characterization of v i r a l pro-
200 i i ^ teins in BESA-3 cells. BESA-3 cells 
IP 
-M8o9a9PO' (lanes a-d) or NIH-3T3(AKR-623) cells 
(lanes e-h) were pulse labeled with S-
96_ methionine and were lysed immediately 
-gpr82env (lanes a, e, e and g) or were chased 
-pr659aB for 6 hr (lanes b, d, f and h). Immuno-
precipitations were done with anti-p30 
(lanes a, b, e and f) or with anti-gp70 
(lanes c, d, g and h). Molecular weight 
-
p30
 markers are indicated on the left. The 
iiiimunoprecipitated proteins were se-
Грііші' parated on a 7-18 % SDS-polyacrylamide 
gel. 
The selection of the BESA-3 line and related cell lines was based on 
detection of viral antigens by IF in the micro-injected Balb/c-3T3 cells. 
Pulse-chase experiments were performed to analyse the viral proteins in 
more detail. This characterization is shown in Fig.3. Viral proteins in 
BESA-3 cells were compared to viral proteins in NIH-3T3 cells produc­
tively infected with AKR-623 (designated NIH-3T3(AKR-623)). From preci­
pitations of BESA-3 lysates with anti-рЗО (lanes a and b) it is clear that 
Pr65g 9 present in the pulse lysate is still largely present after a 6 hr 
ctyBsJb No Prl80g " Ρ is observed in these lysates. However, a small but 
detectable amount of p30 is present in the chase lysate, indicating that 
Pr65g 9 is processed to some extent in BESA-3 cells despite the fact that 
they do not produce virus particles (not shown). A similar slow proces­
sing of Pr65 g a g and also of Prl80gag~P° was observed in lysates of NIH-
3T3(AKR-623) cells (lanes e and f). A significant amount of Pr65 g a g is 
still present in 6 hr chase lysates, whereas for other MLVs the processing 
of Pr65g " is normally complete after 2-3 hr (see for instance ref. 32). 
On the other hand, in NIH-3T3(AKR-623) cells the processing of the gPr82 e n v 
precursor protein is quite normal in that after a 6 hr chase the mature 
envelope proteins gp70, pl5(E) and pl2(E) are visible as well as the pre­
cursor gPr82 e n v (lane h) as was shown for many other strains of MLV (e.g. 
ref. 32). 
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Immunoprecipitations with anti-gp70 reveal the presence of an 82 kD pro­
te in in pulse lysates of BESA-3 cel ls (lane c) that disappears during the 
6 hr chase, but does not give r ise to known mature env proteins (lane d ) . 
Also the 82 kD protein could not be precip i tated with anti-R-MLV-pl5(E)pl2(E) 
antiserum or with monoclonal anti-Akv-gp70 or anti-Akv-pl5(E) antisera 
(data not shown). Further, i n contrast to the gPr82 e n v i n NIH-3T3(AKR-623) 
cel ls the 82 kD protein in BESA-3 cel ls is not cleaved by hydroxylamine, 
a character is t ic found thus f a r only f o r xenotropic MLV (C.J.M.Saris, un­
published observation). IF studies indicated that the protein is located 
in or close to the ce l l membrane (not shown), a pattern character is t ic 
for env precursor proteins of some xenotropic and dual t r o p i с MLVs ( 6 ) . 
Q)BNA.iD.B|SA:3_çells 
The e f f i c i e n t expression of the 82 kD protein together wi th the DNA 
res t r i c t i on analysis suggested that in one of the ce l ls the mi ero- injected 
11.2 kbp fragment recombined with an endogenous MLV genome, thereby f a c i l i -
ta t ing i t s stable integrat ion and expression. 
a D Figure 4: Analysis of mRNA containing Akv se-
quences. mRNAs were isolated from BESA-3 ce l ls 
(lane a) as described and were separated on an 
agarose gel a f te r treatment with glyoxal/DMSO. 
For comparison v i r ion RNA was isolated from 
AKR-623 and run on the same gel (lane b) . 
3 5 § — . Af ter b lo t t i ng the f i l t e r was hybridized to a 
plasmid containing 5'end Akv speci f ic DNA se-
2 Q C _ quences. 35 S v i r ion RNA and ribosomal 28/18 
° S RNA were run as markers. 
I f th is suggestion is correct the sizes of the 
1 8 S ~ v i ra l mRNA present in BESA-3 cel ls should be 
ident ical to those of MLV infected c e l l s , a 35 
S species coding for gag and pol precursor pro-
teins and a 22 S species coding for the env 
precursor p ro te in , and they should contain Akv 
sequences or ig ina t ing from the 5'end of AKR-623. 
Poly-A containing mRNAs (2) were isolated from BESA-3 ce l ls and treated 
with glyoxal/DMSO . After separation by electrophoresis on an agarose gel 
and b lo t t i ng onto a n i t roce l lu lose f i l t e r the RNAs were hybridized to a 
plasmid containing sequences derived from gag encoding sequences of the 5' 
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end of AKR-623. Fig.4 shows a comparison of BESA-3 mRNA (lane a) with v i r ion 
RNA isolated from AKR-623 virus preparations (lane b) . I t is clear that the 
BESA-3 cel ls contain a 35 S mRNA harboring 5'Akv sequences. Furthermore, we 
were unable to detect the 35 S species or a 22 S species using an env Akv 
speci f ic probe (data not shown), thus adding support to the proposed re-
combination event. 
KiQ§tics_of_Pr65^_ßrocessing_in.BESA:3_cells_and_in 
We observed that AKR-623 grows to low t i t e r s and that the processing of 
i t s precursor proteins Pr65gag and Prl80sag~' : )O is very slow compared to 
proteins of other MLVs (see F ig .3) . Thus f a r , the only difference found 
between AKR-623 DNA and proviral Akv DNA is the loss of the H ind l l l s i t e 
at 2.8 kbp in AKR-623 DNA (see F i g . l , (19)) . This s i te is located approxi-
mately at the junct ion of the gag and pol genes. Three poss ib i l i t i es ar ise: 
a mutation in one of the proteins encoded in th is arrea might impair a 
hypothetical protease funct ion; a l te rna t i ve ly , the mutation might impair 
the induction of a ce l lu la r protease a f ter in fect ion of cel ls with AKR-623 
or , f i n a l l y , the mutation might have caused a change in one of the protease 
recognition s i tes resul t ing in i ne f f i c i en t cleavage. I f e i ther of the f i r s t 
В 
gag-poi k D 
200-
96-
68-
45-
30-
125-
a b с d e I g 
Figure 5:Processing of AKR-623 P r 6 5 g a g . (A) NIH-3T3(AKR-623) cel ls (lanes 
a-g) or NIH-3T3(4070-A) ce l ls (lanes h and i ) were pulse labeled with J 5 S-
methionine and were lysed immediately (lanes a and h) or were chased f o r 
1 hr (lane b ) , 2 hr (lanes с and i ) , 3 hr (lane d ) , 4 hr (lane e ) , 5 hr 
(lane f ) and 6 hr (lane g) . Immunoprecipitations were done with anti-p30. 
(B) BESA-3(4070-A) ce l ls were pulse labeled and chased under conditions 
as described for the NIH-3T3(AKR-623) cel ls in section (A). 
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two alternatives were true, then the processing of Pr65gag in BESA-3 cells 
should be normal after infection of these cells with another MLV that 
would provide or induce the presumed protease function. We failed to infect 
BESA-3 cells with ecotropic MLVs: no unintegrated viral DNA was found after 
infection of BESA-3 cells, although we found that the ecotropic MLVs used 
still absorbed to the cell membrane (not shown). Next we tried infections 
with an amphotropic MLV, 4070-A, and obtained BESA-3 cells productively 
infected with 4070-A. 
The processing of Pr65gag was compared between BESA-3(4070-A), NIH-3T3( 
AKR-623) and NIH-3T3(4070-A). Cells were pulse labeled and subsequently 
chased for the indicated periods of time., ranging from 1 to 6 hr. From 
Fig.5A it can be seen that the Pr65gag and Prl809a9~P° processing in 
NIH-3T3(4070-A) cells is normal (lanes h and i), whereas the processing of 
these proteins in NIH-3T3(AKR-623) cells is slow and incomplete even after 
6 hr (lanes a-g). In BESA-3(4070-A) cells the processing of both gag 
precursor proteins is as efficient as in NIH-3T3(4070-A) cells (Fig.5B). 
Therefore, 4070-A encoded proteins or 4070-A induced cellular proteins can 
efficiently process the Akv Pr65g g. 
Lack_of_paçkaging_of_Akv_RNA_in_407Q:A_virions_in_BES^ 
B Figure 6: Analysis of 
A
 virus produced by BESA-
. .
 3(4 0á§aA ) c e l l s · (A) 
Pr65y y from three 
sources: NIH-3T3 cells 
were infected with virus 
from NIH-3T3(AKR-623) 
cells (lane a ) , from 
I BESA-3(4070-A) cells 
(lane b) or from NIH-
·
_
 e 3T3(4070-A) cells (lane 
c). After three passages 
the infected cells^were 
kD 
200-
9 6 -
6 8 -
a — 
b -
• 
I 
d — 9 
dicated 
plasmid 
mRNA 1/ 
3Y1(AKR 
in ( f ) , 
«I — f pulse labeled w i t h^S 
methionine and lysed. 
Viral proteins were im-
munopreciDitated with 
anti-рЗО. (B) Akv RNA: 
mRNA (0.4 yq) or v i r i o n 
RNA (0.04 ug) isolated 
from the c e l l l ines i n -
below were spotted on a n i t r o c e l l u l o s e f i l t e r and hybridized to the 
, containing Akv gag speci f ic sequences, (a) BESA-3 mRNA, (b) BESA-3 
10 amount used In ( a ) . ( O mRNA from NÏH-3T3(AKR-623), (d) mRNA from 
-623), (e) AKR-623 v i r i on RNA, ( f ) AKR-623 v i r ion RNA 1/10 amount used 
(g) BESA-3(4070-A) v i r i on RNA. 
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The infection of BESA-3 cells with 4070-A opened the possibility to in­
vestigate whether or not the 35 S Akv specific RNA (Fig.4) in BESA-3 cells 
could be encapsidated in type С virions. The answer was negative. In experi­
ments in which infections were performed of NIH-3T3 cells with virus released 
from BESA-3(4070-A) cultures, we only observed expression of the 4070-A 
Pr65^ ^ precursor protein, as is shown in Fig.6A. The Akv Pr65^ " and 4070-A 
Pr65 g a g have a slightly different molecular weight on 10 % SDS Polyacrylamide 
gels (lanes a and c). Therefore it was of interest to determine whether 
mRNA, containing Akv sequences, is packaged in virions released from 
BESA-3(4070-A) cells. RNA was isolated from virions released from NIH-3T3 
(AKR-623) and from BESA-3(4070-A) cultures and was spotted on a nitrocel­
lulose filter together with mRNA from BESA-3, NIH-3T3(AKR-623) and rat cells 
(3Y1) expressing AKR-623. Fig.6B shows the results after hybridization of 
the filter to the described plasmid, containing Akv gag specific sequences. 
The probe does not detect M-MLV, M-MSV, R-MLV or 4070-A RNAs (data not 
shown). It can be seen that virions from BESA-3(4070-A) cells (spot g) do 
not contain detectable amounts of Akv RNA, using the same amounts in 
comparison with virion RNA from AKR-623 (spots e and f). Spots containing 
1/100 the amount of Akv RNA used in spot e can be detected (not shown). 
Therefore, Akv RNA sequences in BESA-3(4070-A) cells are not packaged as 
pseudotypes to a significant extent (less than 1 %). 
DISCUSSION 
yiÇr°llQJ§Çtion_of_p^A_fnigments 
The results described in this report demonstrate that mi ero-injection of 
retroviral fragments can be used to stably introduce such fragments in 
chromosomal DNA of cells. In the case of the fragment used (Fig.l) only the 
5'LTR is present, whereas during retrovirus infections an intermediate 
containing two LTRs is found integrated in a specific way in the chromo-
somal DNA. Single cell clones could be selected for using IF. Therefore, 
in some cases micro-injection might be preferred over transfection when no 
selectable markers are expressed by the particular DNA fragment. The DNA 
is introduced without the addition of carrier DNA (33). Transfections with 
DNA clones without the addition of carrier DNA appear to occur at low ef-
ficiences relative to the same transfections performed in the presence of 
carrier DNA. We observed approximately 5 % IF positive cells after micro-
injection and we isolated three cell clones from this culture that proved 
to be identical on the basis of restriction analysis and protein analysis. 
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They contained only one copy of the injected fragment, although the cells 
were injected with approximately 85 molecules each. The mRNA and DNA analyses 
in which several Akv specific gag or e_nv DNA probes were used, suggest 
that the stable expression of the fragment was facilitated by a recom-
bination event with endogenous MLV sequences. 
AKB:§?Li§_îyt§Î§d_in_its_Pr65^^_Broçessing_ 
The cell line described expresses newly introduced Akv sequences 
originating from the gag region of AKR-623. A Pr65^a^ precursor protein 
is observed that is indistinguishable from Pr65gag synthesized in NIH-
3T3(AKR-623) cells. Recently it was published that AKR-623 differs only 
from the parental Akv by the absence of the Hindlll site at 2.8 kbp (19). 
The complete base sequence of M-MLV has been published (23). The location 
and size of the gag and poJ_ genes of all MLVs are presumably almost 
identical (Fig.l). Therefore, the Hindlll site can be placed in the 
vicinity of the gag-pol junction. The loss of the Hindlll site (resul-
ting either from a point mutation or from a small deletion) could exert 
influence on either side of this junction. The experiments presented in 
Fig.5 show that the mutation did not cause a change in the junctions be-
tween the mature gag proteins or between ga£ and pol such that they are not 
recognized efficiently by a protease, because in BESA-3(4070-A) cells 
Pr659ag is cleaved efficiently. Also the processing of Akv Pr65^ag can 
be accomplished by a non-related MLV (4070-A). It was shown before that 
the processing of Simian sarcoma virus coded p65ga^ is efficient after 
infection of non-producer SiSV cells with the related SiSAV (26). Also 
it was shown that the p65 g a g coded by Gazdar murine sarcoma virus can be 
cleaved in vitro by related, detergent disrupted, M-MLV (14). Therefore, 
the results suggest that AKR-623 is mutated in its protease function or 
in its ability to induce this function. 
lDÎ§rf§!T§D9§_iD.§ISA:3_çel}s_for_eçgtroBiç_MLVs 
In the course of this study we noted that BESA-3 cells could not be 
productively infected with ecotropic MLVs, whereas infections with an 
amphotropic MLV succeeded. This was rather unexpected because firstly, 
no virus is released from BESA-3 cultures that might interfere with eco-
tropic MLVs (22), and secondly, although an envelope polyprotein is ex-
pressed in BESA-3 cells this alone is not sufficient to explain the 
absolute interference observed (4). Indirect-IF data suggest that the 
82 kD protein is located close to or within the cell membrane, a feature 
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characteristic for env precursors of xenotropic or amphotropic MLVs (5). 
Furthermore, the absence of mature env proteins in BESA-3 cells, the 
failure to precipitate the 82 kD protein using anti-pl5(E)pl2(E) or 
Akv env specific monoclonal antisera and the disappearance of this protein 
in chase lysates suggest a resemblance to Moloney Cell Surface Antigen, 
a protein related to xenotropic env proteins (12). More detailed studies 
using labeled virus revealed that ecotropic MLVs can still absorb to the 
cell membrane, but do not penetrate into the cytoplasm (not shown). It 
is unclear if the 82 kD protein interferes with this penetration. 
Akv_RNA_is_not_gaçkaged_in_yirions_^ 
It is not yet clear what rules must be obeyed by RNA species to be 
efficiently packaged in type С virions. Some evidence suggests that RNA 
should be able to form a 50-70 S complex (21) and that a particular 5' 
sequence, spliced out in viral mRNAs, has to be present (20). Of course, 
when RNA should not only be packaged but also be faithfully reversily 
transcribed, redundant sequences located at the 3'end in retroviral 
genomes have to be present (8, 21). The restriction analysis of BESA-3 
chromosomal DNA, the presence of a 35 S mRNA containing Akv gag but not 
Akv env sequences and the efficient expression of the non-Akv 82 kD 
env related protein suggest that the injected fragment had recombined with 
one of the multiple copies of endogenous MLVs. Therefore we expected 
the RNAs transcribed from these sequences to be packaged as 4070-A 
pseudotypes and to be transferable to NIH-3T3 cells. However, experiments 
designed to prove this, showed that no RNA species, containing Akv sequen­
ces, were packaged as pseudotypes to a detectable degree. 
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expression of a newly constructed recombinant murine 
leukemia virus DNA in transfected mink cells 
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ABSTRACT In the process of motecularK cloning uninte-
grated pros irai DNA from NIH- IT ï mous«.· cells infected with 
Rauscher murine leukemia virus, we observed tlie occurrence of 
clones with inserts smaller than the expected Kauscher murine 
leukemia virus fragments The insert of one of these clones A \ e -
1, was characterised in more detail It had a м/с of 3 5 kilobases 
The restriction map was similar hut not identical to that of the 
envelope regions of Molones and Rauscher murine leukemia vi­
ruses After ligation to previously cloned Molones murine leuke­
miaviral sequences and transfection of the hgaled DNA into mink 
lung cells a nondefective xenotroptc murine leukemia virus M I 
19 was isolated Restriction mapping of prostrai DNA isolated 
from mink lung cells chronicalK infected with \ H 19 showed the 
presence of Molones murine leukemia virus-derived sequences 
coupled to xenotrnpit viral sequences 
Some groups ofviruses contain latge n u m b e r s of с losch, rel iteci 
species Ί his is ccrtJinlv t rue lor tlu re tros iruse s Ι οι instance 
among the inamm.ilian tvpc ( viruses there is t rossroatl iutv 
m Immunopret ipitations ol viral proteins and in nucleic acid 
h\bridi/ations The mouse genomi contains scores ol complete 
or incompleti endogenous tvpc ( p m w r u s e s how main chi­
ffrent tvpes there are* is not known i l · 
The development of viral leukemia in mice is accompanied 
b\ multiple recombinations and н integrations of ν irai ï cnomcs 
ι2· The replication defeclive transforming t \ p e ( \trust -. arose 
Irom recombinations be tween the genomes ol rephc ation com 
petenl viruses and certain cellular sequences ι} Precise anal-
vses of reeombmanl viruses are mich rtaken to gam insight m 
the process of leukemogenesis (2) or in the pote ntial imcogt n-
íeitv ol certain cellular sequt t i tos 41 Anothe ι experimental 
approach would be the construction o( i c t o n i b m a n t viruses in 
litro as macie feasible In a combination of modern techniques 
paiticularlv the molecular с lonmgol DN A ami i iansferof DN A 
to culture d tells ti ansie t h o n 
In this paper we tepor i the constinetion in atro and char­
acterization of a recombinant virus derived Irom compierne n-
tarv parts of the genomes of an t eutropie and xenotropit murine 
leukemia ν irus 
M A T F R I A L S \\D M E T H O D S 
Cell Lines and λ iruses The tell lines used were the mouse 
cell hues NIH 3T3 HAI H/t ЗТ 3 N( L ö h l l P J ι an N I H - У П -
derived subclone 1 and S( I rat te l l lines I 111 and T i l and 
the mink lung cell line ( С L 64 The teutropie v u n s used to 
The publication costs i>l this article wert dt liase с! in pail In pigi charge 
pavnunt Tins illicit must tlurilnrt bi lu rein mar kid mlnrtisi 
mint in attortimi« with IS l S ( Μ" Π soli h tu iiit'it ite this l u t 
generate circular viral DNA was a clonal isolate wt-248 of 
Rauscher murine leukemia virus (R MIA 1^1 Molonev mur ine 
leukemiavmis M MIA Melone λ was grown m NIH-ТГЗсе Ils 
\t notropic and dualtiopie viruses we ie grown m ( CI..-64 cells 
and Akv 2 was grown in S( 1 et Ils 
DNA Isolation P r o c e d u r e s Nonintegrated viral DNA was 
isolated Irom NÏH-3I i t e l l s b \ the Hirt ргоеесіите ,Ы 16hr after 
iniettimi with wt 2-18 R ML\ isolated Irom produetivelv in­
let te el N( L>611P} cells High molecular weight DNA was iso-
l ite el as described 7> 
Cloning С losed circular R - \ I I \ DNA isolated from a low 
molecular weight DN λ ptepaiat ion was dig( steel with //indil i 
winch chaves Η MIA DNA at two sites The resulting frag­
ments w e n joined to //indil i restricted A ( liaron 21 \ DNA 
with phage T-t ligase The piolocolot Hlattnert f al S l w a s u s c d 
lor in MÍ io packaging ol the hgatecl DNA into infectious A par-
titles Resulting te tonibinant tIones were screened with a rep-
rest ntative R M LA t l ) \ A p m b e 7* Plaqued viruses bvbritl-
i /mgwi th this probe were examined lor the s i / e o f the inserted 
DNA (tagnu nt Alle \ p e n m e n t s were performed in accordance 
with the National Institutes ol Health guidelines in P2 labora-
Unv facilities with cer t ihed FK.2or l· K.1 ( \ vectors The origin 
ol the recombinant clone A MIA
 1ll t-l was described elsewhere 
9 ' 
Restr ict ion Kndonuclease \na lvs i s and l ega t ion . DNA 
pte parafions were digested withcommerciallv available restric-
tion en/vines and were anaU/ed on agarose gels ranging be-
twi en 0 ~*% and J 2Vc The restriction fragments were identi-
fie cl bv bvhridi/ation with a labeled с DNA ptobe afte r transfer 
onto nitrocellulose filteis bv the Southern blotting technique 
10 r o r h g a t i o n e x p e r i m e n t s the A MIA
 ш Г
1 anclA .\e 1 DNAs 
weic cleaved with //melili After separation on 0 14c agatose 
gels the DN A niseits [S S anti 3 5 kilobases [kb respet t ivck 
wt re t le t t ro-e luted as described 7) O n e microgiam of the 8 8-
kb insert was I mated to 3 yxg of the 3 э kb insert bv using T4 
DNA ligase 
Transfect ion. Samples of the ligation products (500 ng each» 
were used to tiansfett ( (X-64 cells and NIH-3T3 cells using 
the t a l t i u m phosphate coprecipitahon method (11) Alter three 
passages sedimentable reverse transcriptase activitv indicated 
the presence of a virus m the medium of the transfected ( ( L~ 
Ы tells The virus was named \ H 19 
( h ara etc π 7a I ion of the \ i r u s XH-19.10 D\ \ High molec­
ular weight DNA from CCI,-64 cells produetivelv infected with 
XII 19 was isolated and cleaved with several restriction eii-
Abhroi liions kh kilobast s* LTR long terminal repeat Μ MIA 
Мокли \ in urine li икс ima \ mis K \ l l \ Haust her murine U uke una 
virus 
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/\mes \fter separation on agarose gels and Southern blotting 
fragments were detected b\ hvbndization to an M Ml\ spe 
cific cDNA. probe (2) 
(n) Virai protetm \ H 19-producing CCL 64 cells were la 
beled with [i:>b]methionine in t\pical pulse-chase experiments 
asdesenbed 121 andvirus specific poh peptides were detected 
bv using rabbit antiserum directed against detergent disrupted 
R-MLV (anti-R ML\) against R ML\ envelope glycoprotein 
gp70, or against R MLV envelope protein pl5i,Kt Immuno 
precipitated proteins w ere separated on sodium dodecv 1 sulfate/ 
8-17% polvacrvlamide gels as described (12) 
(ш) Host range Infecti\it\ of the \ H 19 virus was tested on 
several cell lines after infection in the presence of Pohbrene 
at4/ig/ml After 2da\s the cells were washed twice with phos 
phate buffered saline and fixed in acetone for 10 mm at room 
temperature Indirect immunofluorescence tests were per 
formed as indicated below (see ic1 using a 1 50 dilution of a 
broadh reactive antiserum raised against Tween disrupted M 
ML\ virions (anti-M-Ml\) 
(ivi flpTQ and pl5il· > antigenic determinanti Indirect im 
munofluorescence experiments were performed bv the method 
of О Donnell and Nowinski 1ІЗ1 Brieflv cells were allowed to 
attach to multispot immunofluoresctnce slides overnight and 
viere fixed in acetone for 10 mm at room temperature The as 
cites fluid containing monoclonal antibodies 19-A2 16-C1 16 
B7 9 E8 19 \ III ES or 19 F8 (kmdlv provided b\ R С Now 
inski1 was applied at a dilution of 1 100 in phosphate buffered 
saline Tissue culture supernatant containing the monoclonal 
antibodv 24-6h wis kmdlv provided Ы J I Portis and was used 
undiluted After 45-min incubation at room temperature the 
slides were washed m phosphate buffered salme dried and 
incubated for 45 min with a fluorescein isothiocvanate-conju 
gated goat-anti mouse Ig serum \6M17 01 F011 
Immunofluorescence was determined with a Leitz flúores 
cence microscope 
RESULTS 
Generation of Clone A Xe-1 MH 3T3 cells were infected 
with R ML\ isolated from productively infected NCb5611P3 
cells and 16 hr after infection viral D N \ was extracted from the 
cells bv the Hirt method Closed circular DNA was isolated 
from this DNA bv separation on an agarose gel The following 
forms of unintegrated proviral DNA were present in this prep-
aration one form of closed circular DNA l· two forms of nicked 
circular DNA (II) and linearized DN A villi of 8 8 kb [two long 
terminal repeats (LTRs1 see Fig 4B] (results not shown! The 
circular DNA was cleaved with r/mdIII ν leiding two fragments 
the larger form of circular DNA two LTRs) generates fragments 
of4 7and4 1 kb whereas the smaller fornitone I TRI generates 
two fragments of equal size 4 1 kb (results not shown^ The 
presence of two I TRs in linear proviral DNA and either one or 
two in circular prov irai DN A of retroviruses is well documented 
(e g , refs 9 14 and 15) A portion of the r/mdIII cleaved DN \ 
was cloned in A ( baron 21A and plaques were screened with 
a representative R MI \ cDNA probe Two clones appeared to 
contain inserts smaller than 4 1 kb One of these clones A Xe-
1, contained a 3 5 kb insert that poorlv h>bndi/ed with the R-
VII V cDNA probe suggesting that it was derived from а МІЛ 
other than the Rauscher strain 
V\hen large scale preparations of A Xe 1 were made we ob­
served a deletion m the insert DNA of a fraction of the recom 
binant molecules (Fig 2 lane a) Digestion of the relativelv 
pure 3 5-kb insert with the enzvmes Pst I kpn I or BamHl 
(Fig 1A1 revealed that none of the restriction sites was removed 
as a consequence of the deletion 
In an overexposure of the blot shown in I ig 1A the presence 
A В 
a b e d 
kb 
| 
H 
I 
H 
54 
К 
ι 
В 
6 0 
в к 
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Ρ К 
8 8 
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FiG 1 Restriction endonuclease anahsis of the 3 5 kb insert in 
A Xe 1 {Ai A Xe 1 was first digested with tfmdIII and then digested 
with Psi I (lane a' BamHl (ІапеЫ, BamHl andKpn I Папе с) от Kpn 
I (lane d) After separation on a 1 0% agarose gel the fragments were 
detected by using a labeled M MLV cDNA <B) Physical map of the 3 5 
kb insert from A Xe 1 The map i» aligned with comparable regions of 
M MLV (14) and R MLV (unpublished results) H Hmàllì, К Kpn I 
В BamHI Ρ Pst I 
of the smaller insert was visible From this it could be seen that 
the P i^ 12 6 kb fragment did not have a shortened counterpart 
whereas the 2 b kb Kpn I or the 3 0 kb BamHl fragments did 
have smaller related fragments the si¿e of the deletion is ap 
proximate К 0 1 kb More double digestions were performed 
(data not shown! brom these data the phvsical map was con­
structed The deletion could be localized between the Ptt I site 
and the right Kpn I site m the insert DNA (Pig IB) The map 
ping of the deletion is important for the characterization of the 
ligation proelucts described in the following section 
In Fig IB the restriction map ofthe insert in the A \ e 1 clone 
is positioned with respect to the comparable region in the ge 
nomes ol Μ MI Λ (14λ and R ΜΙΛ (unpublished results) so as 
to obtain optimal alignment of restriction sites relative to the 
Hindlll site trom these data it was reasoned that the isolated 
3 5 kb insert DNA might represent the 3' end of a RN A tumor 
virus present in \IH-3T3 cells and picked up in the cloning 
procedure 
In Vttro Construction of a Recombinant Viral Genome The 
Α ΜΙΛ
ιη(-1 DNA was characterized previouslv (9 It contains 
an insert of 8 8 kb with cellular as well as Μ ΜΙΛ genetic se­
quences The virus specific genetic sequences are 5 4 kb in 
length and contain the 5' end ofthe integrated \I M LA genome 
up to the Hindlll site shown on the left-hand side ofthe map 
in Fig IB 
This insert ofthe A ML\
 l 0 t-l clone was isolated and ! ι gated 
to bacterial alkaline phosphatase-treated 3 5/3 l-kb insert 
DNAs from the λ Xe 1 clone In tig 2 lane b it is shown that 
after ligation the 8 8 kb insert DNA is linked to the 3 5-kb as 
well as to the 3 l-kb insert DNAs resulting in two classes of 
moleculesofl2 3 k b a n d l l 9kb Thus the doublet at 12 3 and 
II 9 kb in lane b pioves that the intended ligation did indeed 
occur 
U e anticipated that part of the ligation products would con­
tain the necessarv information in the right configuration for in­
fectious virus production Therefore portions of the ligation 
products were used to translect NIH 3T3 cells and C( I 64 
cells None of three transfection expenments of the hgatc d 
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kb 
216 
43 
36 
27 
22 
FlG 2 Characterization of ligation products Inserts from A Xe-1 
and Λ MLVinl 1 were isolated and liga ted by using T4 DNA ligase A 
sample was run on a 0 7c/r agarose gel and DNA was detected after 
Southern blotting transfer by hybridization to labeled M MLV cDNA 
Lane a shows the 3 5-kb insert and its shortened counterpart, lane b, 
ligation products 
D\A on MH-3T3 cells gave rise to production of infectious 
unis Two transfecticms of ( CL 64 cells however resulted in 
virus production after three passages of the transfretad cultures 
as monitored b\ the presence of sedimentable reverse tran 
senptase activity in the culture fluid 
Characterization of the Recombinant Virus XH-19. In order 
to show that the newlv constructed virus λΗ 19 does indeed 
contain Μ-ΜΙΛ sequences and to characterize its envelope 
proteins and host range the follow ing anaK ses were performed 
(i) The host range of XH-19 was determined bv using cell 
lines derived from several animal species Anti M MIA anti­
serum was applied in the indirect immunofluorescence assav 
From the results of this test it could be seen that none of the 
mouse cell lines used (NIH 3T3 BALB/c-ЗТЗ and SC-Γ or rat 
cell lines used (F l l l a n d J Y l was susceptible to infection with 
XH-19 Onlv the mink lung cell line ( С L-64 could be infected 
The pattern is characteristic for xenotropic viruses in contrast 
with eco tropic viruses which infect mouse cells but no cells of 
other species, as well as in contrast with dualtropic viruses, 
which infect both mouse and mink cells 
(tO The antigenic determinants of the env elope proteins ent 
gene products sec Fig 4Д> were more directlv characterized 
bv using monoclonal antibodies directed against gpTOor plötE4 
determinants In the assav shown in Table 1 we compared \ H 
19 with several other viruses among which were representa-
tives of the ecotropic dualtropic and xenotropic classes In 
these tests, none of the antisera that are reactive against eco-
tropic determinants on gp70 gave a positive nnmunofluores 
cence either with the xenotropic virus AKR 219 or with XII 19 
Also the lack of reaction with 9-E8 and the positive reaction 
w ith 24-6b indicate that the env elope proteins of \ H -19 display 
a typical xenotropic character 
[tu Viral proteins were studied m CC L-64 cells infected with 
XH-19 bv labeling with [^S methionine for 20 min Then the 
cells were К sed either immediatelv or after incubation for an­
other 6 hr in chase medium \ írus-specific proteins were pre 
cipitated from the Usâtes b\ incubating first with anti-R-ML\ 
anh-R-ML\ gp70 or anti-R-\IL\ pl5(KJ antiserum and then 
with staphvlococcal protein A-Sepharose The an tisera used 
detect interspecies specific determinants The lmmunoprecip 
itated proteins were separated on sodium dodecvl sulfate/ 
Polyacrylamide gels as shown in Fig 3 
Asean be seen in Fig ЗА anti R MLV precipitatedgp70and 
pl^iE) as well as the gag gene product p30 in XH-19 chase lv-
sates Also small amounts of gPr76*ni [the precursor of gp70 and 
plSfFj] and Pr65aatE [the precursor of pl5 pl2 p30 and plfJi 
are still present after 6-hr chase ι lane 7) The antiserum does 
not recognize pl2 plO and pl5 are not seen because thev do 
not contain methionine For a comparison AR.R MCF-247-in-
fected SC-1 cells were included Lane 8 (big 3AV shows gp70, 
pi 5i E and p30 m the MCF" chase Ivsale A clear difference in 
molecular weight is visible for these three proteins when thev 
are compared to the XH-19 proteins Also a large amount of 
gPr76tri* is still present in the MCF chase Ivsate after 6 hr in 
dicative of the slow processing of this protein, as was shown 
before bv Familiari and Jelahan (17) In this figure the identity 
of the viral proteins precipitated with the polvvalent anti R-
ΜΙΛ antiserum is shown in a parallel precipitation with anti 
R-MLV gp70 danes 1-6ι FYom lanes 1-3 it can be seen that 
the molecular weights of gPr7(V "4 are the same for XH-19 M 
MIA and AKR \I( F 247 As a negative control lane 6 shows 
the immunoprecipitation of proteins in labeled lvsates of un 
infected CCL 64 cells no viral proteins can be detected 
Because the 3 5 kl> insert was isolated in a cloning experi­
ment in which R-MLV DNA was present we performed an 
additional test to exclude the possibility of contamination bv R-
MLV m the virus preparations obtained alter transfechon For 
this purpose the proteins of R ML\ and of XH-19 preparations 
were compared in pulse-chase experiments ^Fig 3B) Imanes 1 
and 5 show negative controls from uninfected NIH-3T3 cells 
The pulse experiments shown in lanes 2-4 reveal that the R-
ML\ gPr82" ч has a molecular weight clearlv higher than that 
oftheXH-l9gPr76°'" Moreover thegp"0sandpl5(E)sofXH 
Table 1 Immunofluorescent staining of the cytoplasm of infected cells by monoclonal 
anti MLV antibodies 
Virus 
RMLV 
M-MLV 
Akv2 
AKR MCF 247 
AKR 219 
XH19 
19 A2 
<gp70') 
+ 
-
+ 
+ 
-
-
16 CI 
(SP70"> 
-
-
+ 
+ 
-
-
Immunofluorescence with antibodies* 
16-B7 
(gp70·) 
-
-
+ 
-
-
-
9 E 8 
[pl5(E)*l 
+ 
+ 
-r 
+ 
-
-
19 VIIIEB 
Ір15(Е)ь] 
-
-
» 
+ 
-t 
+ 
19-F8 
[р15(ЕП 
-
-
1-
+ 
+ 
+ 
24-6 
-
-
-
+ 
+ 
+ 
* Nomenclature described in detail by Lostrom et al (16) 
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t 
M
' Mr 
χ 10 3
 x 1 0 ' 
- 94 94 -
-gp70-R-MLV 
-gp70-XH-19 
SO­
I S -
FlG. 3. Identification of ХН-19-coded viral proteins. The gp70 proteins are identified by source. (A) CCL-64 cells infected with XH-19, SC-1 cells 
infected with AKR MCF-247, and NIH-3T3 cells infected with M-MLV were pulse labeled with [*15S]methionine for 20 min and immediately lysed 
or cultured for another 6 hr in the absence of l35S¡methionine and then lysed. Viral proteins were immunoprecipitated with anti-R-MLV gp70 (lanes 
1-6) or with anti-R-MLV (lanes 7 and 8) and analyzed by sodium dodecyl sul fa te/ Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and scintillation autoradi-
ography. Lane 1. pulse. XH-19; lane 2. pulse, AKR MCF-247; lane 3. pulse. M-MLV; lane 4. chase, XH-19; lane 5, chase, AKR MCF-247; lane 6. 
chase, uninfected CCL-64 cells; lane 7, chase. XH-19; lane 8. chase. AKR MCF-247. The lanes marked m show marker proteins, (ß I For a comparison 
between XH-19 and R-MLV, cells were labeled for 20 min with [35S]methionine and lysed immediately {lanes 1-4) or after a 6-hr chase period (lanes 
5-8). Viral proteins were immunoprecipitated with anti-R-MLV. Lanes 1 and 5, uninfected NIH-3T3 cells; lanes 2 and 3 and lanes 6 and 7 show 
labeling experiments for two independent XH-19 isolates. Lanes 4 and 8, NIH-3T3 cells infected with wt-248 R-MLV. 
19 and R-MLV are clearly different, as seen in the chase ex-
per iments (lanes 6-8) . 
Also, the patterns obtained after cleavage of the envelope 
precursor proteins with hydroxylamine are markedly different 
(C. J. M. Saris, personal communication). Fu r the rmore , the R-
MLV gp70 migrates slower than the XH-19 gp70 (lanes 6-8) . 
whereas the R-MLV pl5(E) seems to migrate somewhat faster 
than the XH-19 pl5(E) . 
(it;) In order to show that the xenotropic virus XH-19 contains 
A _ . „ В 
M-MLV 
23 5 
9.6 
87 
X PXho BB H X X B X 
нхв ρ H 
X PXho BB
 H X B ρ χ 
1 1 1 1
 ' < • w 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
LTR gag pol env LT 
kb 
FIG. 4. Characterization of the recombinant nature of XH-19. (A) 
High molecular weight DNA isolated from CCL-64 cells infected with 
XH-19 was digested with BamHI (lanea),X6a I (lane b). or Pst I (lane 
c). After separation on 0.7% agarose gel the fragments were transferred 
by the Southern blotting technique and detected with a labeled M-MLV 
cDNA made specific for M-MLV sequences. (B) Comparison between 
the physical maps of M-MLV (14), the insert of the clone A.Xe-1, and 
XH-19. X. Xba I; P, Pst I; B, BamHI: H. Hindlll 
M-MLV sequences, high molecular weight DNA was isolated 
from CCL-64 cells productively infected with XH-19. The DNA 
was digested with enzymes that were expected to cleave XH-
19 D N A at sites that would generate characteristic internal frag­
ments. Digestions were performed with Pst I. B a m H I . Xba I. 
Xho I. Kpn I. and // indi l i or combinations of these enzymes. 
Of the resulting digests, three are shown in Fig. 4Λ. In lane с 
the Pst I digest contains a major hand of 6.7 kb. which can result 
only from cleavage at t h e M-MLV site at 1.15 kb (15) and at the 
xenotropic viral site at 7.9 kb (see Fig. 4B). This result was con­
firmed by using BamHI (lane a), which generates a 2.2-kb band 
resulting from cleavage at t h e M-MLV site at 4.05 kb (15) and 
at the xenotropic viral site at 6.2 kb (see Fig. 4B). Lane b shows 
a major 5.6-kb band in t h e Xba I digest, which results from 
cleavage at the M -M LV site at 0.28 kb(15) and at the xenotropic 
viral site at 5.9 kb (Fig. 4ß) . indicative of the recombinant na-
ture of the virus XH-19. 
The presence of an Xba I site at 0.28 kb in the XH-19 proviral 
DNA indicates that the new virus acquired LTRs at both sides 
in the provirus derived largely from M-MLV. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
We cloned a 3.5-kb / / i n d i l i fragment that apparently contained 
unknown viral sequences . It was recognized by a murine leu-
kemia virus cDNA probe. With the 3.4-kb З '-terminal //indi l i 
fragment of linear proviral DNA of M-MLV it shared two Kpn 
I sites, one of which lies in the LTR of both M-M LV and R-M LV 
(Figs. 1 and 4). and one Xba I site (Fig. 4). Later experiments 
indicated the presence of a xenotropic env gene in the clone. 
Therefore, the recombinant clone was called Л.Хе-1. Its insert 
was picked up from a Hirt supernatant prepared 16 hr after in­
fection of NIH-3T3 cells with R-MLV. Hence, it could have 
been derived from NIH-3T3 chromosomal sequences present 
in the Hirt supernatant. Alternatively, endogenous viral RNA 
sequences possibly induced after infection of the XIH-3T3 cells 
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with R-MI V might have become converted into proviral DNA 
after infection with R-MLV This however, seems less, Iikelv 
first because a cloned isolate of R-\1L\ (wt 24Ы was used and 
second because the NIH-3T3 cells do not seem to contain in 
ducible endogenous viruses (1) A comparison with two DNA 
clones [14 9 arid 8 13 (R Mural personal communication)] con­
taining endogenous viral sequences which were both derived 
from NIH 3T3 cellular DNA showed a ven large degree of 
similarity supporting the first possibility 
Two successive large scale preparations of A Xc-1 consisted 
partlv of molecules with a 0 4 kb deletion in the putative LTR 
of the insert LIRs and their (lanking sequences are prone to 
deletion events when propagated in phage DN \ as a vector (151 
because of their resemblencc to insertion sequence (IS) ele­
ments m transposons 18 19^  Transposons can lose their IS 
elements and part of the flanking sequences when taking part 
m recombination events (20 Therefore, the independent oc 
enrrenceofthesamt deletion at a site corresponding to the I TR 
of M ML\ and R MI V corroborated our preliminary conclu­
sion that the insert of A Xc-1 represents the right hand half of 
a murine leukemia virus g< nome Moreover the deletion was 
useful for the characterization of ligation products 1^ ig 2 lane 
b) 
In a previous stud\ the insert of λ MI \
ш | 1 was hgated to 
another cloned DN \ fragment representing the remainder of 
the M MIA genome 9^1 Lpon transaction of mouse cells the 
ligation products yielded viable \I ML\ Because of the ap 
parent resemblance between the right hand half of Μ MIA and 
the insert of A \e-l wi decided to generate a hvbrid virus bv 
earn mg out tht aforementioned ligation experiment 
Transaction with mink lung cells but not with mouse cells 
resulted in the propagation of the anticipated virus \ H 19 Its 
host range tht seiological properties and electrophoretic mo­
bilities of its gene products the kinetics of the processing of ils 
precursor pol\ peptides and finally the physical map of its in 
tegrated ρ rovi rus confirmed that \ H 19 is of M M LA origin up 
to the Hinalll site close to the junction of the poiana the int 
genes The right hand half of the new genome contains an em 
gene that is similar to two recently cloned NIH 3T3 endogenous 
viral sequences [14 9 and 8 13 \see above)] This ent gene gives 
the virus its vcnotropie properties Therefore it seems hkelv that 
MH-3T3 endogenous viral sequences contain at least a com 
plete functional em gene that can be expressed in a virus 
TheLTRsofXH 19 desene special attention The presence 
of a 5 6 kb \ba I fragment in \H-19 suggests that at least part 
of the I TRs art ol M Ml \ origin because no Xba I site was 
found m the presumed I TR sequence in the insert of the A Xe 
1 clone whereas there is an Xba I site at 0 28 kb in the M-MI \ 
LTR Therefore a recombination must have occurred at this 
site From a recent study 121 ) it is known that I TRs frequently 
reco m bine 
The data reported in this paper show that a viable recom 
binant \ irus can be formed when complementary genome (rag 
ments from different viral origin are hgated Xenotropic murine 
leukemia \iruses plav an important role in viral leukemogenesis 
(22^ although the evact course of events has not vet become 
dear \11 of the recombinant viruses found in tumor DN \sfrom 
leukemic mice contain xenotropic sequences that have large 
resemblance to the insert of the A Xe-1 clone (23) \s far as 
nom irai leukemia is concerned it is worth noting that gp70 is 
expressed on thymoma cells of X irradiated Swiss mice (24) \ 
series of other new viruses constructed in ufro from clone A Xe 
I could therefore be of use in a further study of leukemogenesis 
in mice 
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INTERLUVE * 
[Oocton. O.R., the {¡стоил АтелАсап aathon. and соппоіллеил o{¡ ctaiiicai 
тиі-іс, іл іліХлщ Ші.ТопХоіле, one ofa the ^АЛЛІ acquaintances he. 
¿Uniek up with a{¡teA hú, immiqnaution ¿n Ewwpe. They one enjoytng 
лоте good шіпел and mui¿c. ) 
Mr.T. : I phoned an ancient f r iend of mine to j o i n us. I'm rea l ly looking 
forward to introduce him to you, DeAr. 
Dr.D.R.:You are always so thought fu l , Mr.T. Never w i l l a v i s i t to you be d u l l , 
especial ly not th i s t ime. 
(Мл..A. киллл.гл towatdi ШІ.Т'& hoiue. ал (¡ait ал ¿л шробііЫг even {¡on. 
kchÁULzan Ігдл. ) 
Mr.T.:Here you f i n a l l y are, Achi l les! I thought f o r a s p l i t second that you 
would not make i t , j u s t as is f o r t o l d in Zeno's paradox. Let me i n ­
troduce you to Dr.DeAr, the famous computer s c i e n t i s t . 
Mr.A.:Well, hel lo then. Strange name I must say. Let's shake hands to con­
sol idate our future f r iendship. (ShakeA handi mX.h V.R.) Gee'. What's 
t h i s now? Something very sharp stinged my f i n g e r , blood is dripping out. 
Dr.D.R.:0h, what a t e r r i b l e and bad example of my f o r g e t f u l ness. I t is my 
Voluminous RING that was broken and has a sharp edge since that day. 
I hope you can forgive me, A c h i l l e s , and I cer ta in ly hope you do not 
consider t h i s a bad token. 
Mr.A.:Don't you worry, Dr.D.R. Not yet was such a famous Greek struck down 
by some loss of blood. 
Mr.T.: I hope you w i l l j o i n us in our tast ing of these extremely old Bour-
gondies, Mr.A. Maybe also as a reinforcement? 
Mr.A.:Yes, I would love t o . By the way, what is that most Voluminous Music 
you are l i s t e n i n g to? 
M r . T . : I t is Wagner's RING, of which no Transcript ion was ever made Achi l les. 
But l e t Dr.DeAr proceed in t e l l i n g us something about his f i r s t few 
weeks in Europe. 
Dr.D.R.:Well, as you know, I'm a foreigner here, A c h i l l e s , so as soon as I set 
foot on your land I jo ined the pCS-1, which stands f o r the o r i g i n a l 
Circ le of Strangers. Really very nice people, that make every e f f o r t 
to l e t you feel at home. 
Mr.T.:Do they organize any a c t i v i t i e s that can e f f e c t i v e l y meet your 
*In the s p i r i t of D.R.Hofstadter, who composed his dialogues in the 
s p i r i t of Lewis C a r r o l l . 
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intellectual needs, something I regard as almost impossible, DeAr? 
You want some more Romanée-Conti, DeAr? 
:Yes, I would like that very much. Actually some interesting wine-
tastings were held in order to get rid of that most cheap Cal i for-
m a n taste. Alas! I tend to fall asleep when drinking too much. 
pCS-1 also organizes television lectures, radio activities and even 
theatre performances to introduce us to your culture and history. 
Let me tell you about the last, very disturbing and fascinating, 
TRANSLATION. (He emptier his gioii, o{, Ramanti-Conti and pioczedi.) 
It had the form of a Dialogue between two of the Leaders of pCS-1 
and was entitled "Faction or Fiction". It was mainly a theoretical 
argument about the development of the democratic society between 
Mr.Trans and Mr.Anarchist, each representing a complementary base. 
I can only give some of it and my feelings about that. The strange 
part went like this: 
Mr.A.:I would say, no statement by Faction can be proved, because no 
consistent system is available for that, as Godei proved. 
Mr.T.:Don't you forget that Faction was not imposed on man. It 
evolved from a system, which must therefore be consistent.Its 
main base is: Restrictions and Ego R One. 
Mr.A.:Let me, however, demonstrate before your eyes the power of 
Fiction by means of hypnosis. I will turn the last and most 
rational of our strangers here, Dr.D.R., into a Vehicle of 
Fiction. 
[Ml.knaxchÁA¡t сотел о ел to OK.V.R. and ita>vti hypnotizing him. 
VK.V.R. сіоіел hli гуел and dozti оЦ. Everything gzti BLURxed 
and V.R. hai a іілапде. and dlitu/iblng dfieam about a vlilt to 
two completely unknown people., Mn.KchUULeA and Wi.Tontolbt. 
He ilncL· hlm&eZd In Wi.T.'i, house, enjoying a неигплг 
üumicilpt o{¡ a theme {¡lom the Umlcal ОЦелІпд by 
J.S.Bach, uihzn òuddznly M*.А. сотел making In. When 
they ¿hake, kandi, he {¡zeLi a ¿Ivvip i ting In hli hand. ) 
Mr.A.:You must apologize me, Dr.D.R., I really should have 
thrown this broken RING a long time ago. Please take it, 
Dr.D.R., maybe you can fix it some time. 
Dr.D.R.: Wel 1, thank you. I was just telling Mr.T. about my first 
few weeks here, Achilles, and the club I joined to 
get to know some people. I remember many nice activities 
and performances, one of which was about Anarchism in 
which a mysterious hypnotizing act was done. Gee! I get 
the strange feeling that I know this story before even 
having gone through it; Maybe, it is one of these Short 
Term Repeats the history is full of. I don't like this 
at all: 
[Е елуііьіпд twin* black berate hii гуел and he. {¡atnti. 
But ioon a ύ-üiong clapping nol&e. popi him αρ. ) 
[Ihe. рел^олтапсе. had apparently ended and Wi.KvwJichUst and №i. 
Tnam enjoy a standing ovation. StAongeZy, On.V.R.'i hand 
hwiti and 1& quite mollen. On hit, {Ingen, he {Inda a bn.ok.en 
RING, ріелсіпд hii {Ingen.. ) 
[Than VA..Ό.ìl. heau a itnong clapping поілг, he popi up and {¡Indi 
Ші. Achillei and Мл. Toltolie tfiylng to wake him up, dLa.ppi.ng theln, 
handi. Apparently the. wine wal, a bit too heavy and again had made, 
him {all ai leep ¿η the. middle o{ hi* itoKy. ) 
Mr.A.:It is too bad you fell asleep, DeAr, you certainly are a mysterious 
stranger and some day I really would like to hear the rest of what 
Mr.Anarchist had to say. Already I can feel some of his ideas flow 
through my blood like: 
A virus invading my genes 
Or a viper invading my jeans, sorry about that: 
Dr.D.R.:It will be an honour to tell you more about the TRANSLATION, Mr.A. 
Then I will show you the certificate of the membership of the Circle 
of Mysteriously Operating Strangers that I received, bit occult though! 
Mr.T.:I must say, Mr.Anarchist's ideas and methods are kind of invasive. 
If not stopped by Reason, everyone in that Circle of M.O.S. will soon 
be one of its Vehicles of M.O.S. Indeed a disturbing thought! 
Mr.A.:You have to excuse me, Mr.T., I don't feel well at all. 
Dr.D.R.: Before you leave Achilles, you must as a gift accept this RING that 
so unfortunately hurt your hand. Gee! Mr.Α.! You should have your 
hand checked at the Emergency, because, forgive an American the 
expression, the wound is baseball-size already! 
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Mr.T.:I know it is unforgivable, but even under these uncomfortable and 
deplorable circumstances my Logic recognizes some Strange LOOPs 
here, recursive ones moreover. That RING is a circular object, 
causing accidents, while moving around in recursively, circular 
ways and something unknown, but related to that TRANSLATION, in 
the Circle of M.O.S. is the activating agent. 
Dr.D.R.:I'm most honoured to notice that you read my humble book (1) so 
thoroughly, Mr.T. Indeed form and content of the RING seem to be 
identical. It generates Vehicles of M.O.S. out of members of the 
Circle of M.O.S. 
Mr.T.:If there does exist an isomorphism between this RING and a Gödelian 
G String, the implication would be that the RING will blow up its 
Vehicle if correctly TRANSLATED, because of self-reference. Don't 
you think so too, Achilles? Hey! Where did our Greek Hero, never 
struck down by some shedding of blood, go to? 
Dr.D.R.:I think he really felt very, very sick and probably he hurried to-
wards the bathroom. How terrible of us not to help him! 
(ÍM..P.R. and Wi.T. Лип to the bathroom ироіаллл, but, hcui£way the. 
AtaAAccae, алг hatted by an enonmowb expi.ohi.on. ) 
(1) D.R.Hofstadter, "Godei, Escher, Bach: an Eternal Golden Braid". 
Vintage Books, New York, 1980. 
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Identification and molecular cloning of Moloney mouse sarcoma 
virus-specific sequences from uninfected mouse cells 
(recombinant DNA/reslnction endonuclease and SI mapping/electron m i c r o s c o p i 
MATTJONFS ROIH-RTA Bossi LMAN, KHANS A VD HOOHN* ANTON BI RNS* H KAN VND 
I N D F H M V I - R M A 
Tumor \ irologv 1 ahnrj lnri ТЫ Sa Ik Instiluli Рікі ОГГкч Ікіч S'ïMO Vin Dit go ( jlifnriiu 02ПЧ and ' I діюмішл of Пик lu iimlrv l ш <гмІ\ of Nij inigin 
Nijnugtt i Th» V thi Hands 
С ommumcatcd by Renato Dull&no Fihmary 29 /9S0 
ABSTR VCT W h e n uninfected mouse cell DNA is clea\ed 
with restriction endonuclease b e o RI a DNA fragment of 14 0 
ki lobascs can be identified by h y b n d i / a h o n to cloned DNA 
c o n t a i n i n g sarcoma specific sequences of Moloncv mouse sar 
coma virus (M MSV »
r f) T h e cellular DNA fragment contains 
the ent i re M M S Y W specific sequences *Iht M O k i l o h a s e 
f c o R I DNA fragment was cloned in bacter iophage λ T h e se 
quenco organizat ion of a recombinant clone, λ*Μ / χ
 ( was an 
alvzed b\ restriction endonuclease m a p p i n g nut lease SI 
m a p p i n g and electron microscopy The results indicate thai 
λ ' Μ
Γ λ
 | contains an uninterrupted stretch of 1 0 kilohasc similar 
to that found in the M VI SV genome 
Muri iu sarcoma viruses с an induce ct llular transformation in 
с u l t u n (I fibroblasts and fibrosarcomas in animals ( 1 ) Моіогк ν 
m u r i n e sarcoma virus (M MSV ) was isolatici b> passage of 
Moloney m u r i n e leukemia virus (M M l Y> through ΙΐAI lì с 
m i c e (2) T h e g e n o m e of a M MSN (clone 124) has U e n ex 
tensive!} analyzed and apjx'ars to have l)cen der iv i t i by π 
c o m b i n a t i o n between M MI \ and cellular gi nes i l 3 I) 
Hvbncli/dtion studies have shown the presence of MS\ spet if к 
nucleot ide sequences in the i t llular D N \ obtained from un 
infected mouse cells (5) Recentl\ we have i loned unintt grated 
M MS\ circular D N A in bacteriophage λ (b) Λ DNA fragment 
encompass ing the sarcoma (sro) specific region of lht M MS\ 
g e n o m e was further subt loned in bacterial plasmid pBR322 
T h e plasmiti conta ining the M MSV 4„ fragment show i d no 
hybr idizat ion to t h e helper M M I A genomic RN Λ W h e n 
uninfected mouse cell D N A was c leavtd with r t s t n c l i o n en 
d o n m lease Ft о III a n d analyzed on Southern blotting gi Is (7) 
bv hvbndi7at ion to cloned M MS\
 ЧГ( ргоЫ* a band migrating 
wi th a size of 14 0 kilobascs (kb) t a n be de lected Hit 14 0 kb 
b a n d conta ined the ent i re M MS\ „
c
 spet if it s« t juentes V\e 
have cloned the 14 0 kb hcoRl f ragment in b a t t e n o p b a g t λ 
a n d t harat termed it by restriction e n d o n u t Іеач* m a p p i n g 
e l e t I r o n microscopy and nuclease SI m a p p i n g T h e rtsuits 
m i l i t a t e that t h e 14 0-kb F r o ΗI f ragment cont uns an unni 
ter ruptcd stretch of about HXX) nucleotides that is homologous 
to t h e wc specific region of t h e M MSV g e n o m e 
M A T E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S 
P r e p a r a t i o n of H i g h Molecular Weight Cellular DNA. The 
p r o c e d u r e described In Van der Putten et al (H) was ігчч) 
l int fly cells from confluí nt dishes ( l>0 m m indiamel i r) were 
Пи publication costs of this article w« rt dt frayed in part l>\ pagi 
chargi pavment Thisarhclt must th« rcfor« 1м h* г« l>\ nurkt-d ad 
urtisenunt in accordance with IS l S ( ^17ï l sol« l\ to пкік iW 
(Ins fact 
scraped after brief treat mí nt with H ) T \ 1 he suspension was 
cen tn fuged at 2ÍKK) rpin for 2 m m at 4 С and t h e pellet was 
resuspended in 20 vol of tolti Tris/salme ( l O m M I n s - i K I p H 
7 5 75 m M N a d ) followed by a n o t h e r t e n t n f l i g a t i o n at 2000 
r p i n f o r 2 n u n 1 ht | »el let was resuspentU tl in 10 vol of chilled 
lysis buffer (0 15 M N a ( I 10 m M I n s I K I p i 1 7 5/1 m M 
Mg( Ь / 0 5r(- Nonidt l V 10) and nuxt t l well Nuclei w i r e then 
pellet eil bv tenl r i fugahon for 2 m m al 2000 r p m and the pellet 
was resus[>endt d in 20 vol of saline г· D I A 1,75 m M N a ( 1 25 
m M disoduim I 1)1 \) l o I lu nut Kar suspt nsion w i n a d d e d 
NaDotlSOi (final c o n t e n i r ilion of 0 5°r) and proli mast К 1200 
Mg/ml) and llit mixlurt was incubated al 37 ( for 5 hr T h e 
nucleic at ids w e n extrac t u l with phenol chloroform and high 
molecular weight DNA wasspoolid on a glass rod after addition 
of ι lullt d isopropanol 1 h t D \ Л was resuspended in 10 m M 
I n v I K 1 p H 7 5 1 m M I DT A 
Cloning Suftclomngof M Vi SV
 ЧІЧ
 sptajtc fragment Vu 
i n l t g r a l i d M MSV c i r tu lar viral DM \ wa». cloned in b a t t e ­
nopbagt λ anti sul »set int n i k s u b l e t t e d in plasmiti pI3R322 (b) 
Піе plasmiti φ MSV I) containing t h e e n t i r t M MSV g e n o m e 
and in addit ional copy of t h e long It r m m a l r e d u n d a n c y was 
c l taved with resine lion entlonut Itasi s //iridili anti λ'/м I and 
fractionated on agarose gì Is Tht / / i n d i l i X / « I f ragment was 
extisttl DNA was extrae Іічі and a streit h of 20 30 d( residues 
was incorporated In using terminal transferase T h t plasmiti 
pRR322 was cleaved with restriction t ndonuclease pKt I a n d 
a stretch of 8 20 d d rt sitlues was addi d a s d e s t n l » e d (c)) T h e 
tl( tailed inserí and d(» Іаііечі plasmid were aunt aled and иччі 
to transform tscheruhia i oh ( bOOSr· as t lescnbed (*)) The 
coloiiifs were screened for d r u g resístante and a m p i t i l h n 
sensitive let rat velini' resistant ( \ m p 4 T e tM) с (domes were 
further screened bv hybridization to M MSV i D N A as d e 
scribed (10) A recombinant plasmiti (p-MSV 31) conta in ing 
tht //iridil i Л/м I fragmt nt in tht 3 *5 t h r e t l i o n c l o c k w i s e 
to the h( o\\\ site of the plasmiti was used in the studies reported 
hi re 
( toning of HO kb ixaRI cellular D\ \ The 11 0-kb f roRI 
f ragment was excised from 0 7cc agarose gel and DMA was 
eluletl by electrophoresis as described if») About 1 0 jug of 
ct llular D N A was joint ti lo 3 0 /ig of isolated a r m s of F r o R l -
cleaved λ ( l u r o n 4A DNA w i t h T 4 D N \ ligase (11) T h e li 
gated cellular DNA and vector D N A were then packaged in 
Dirro into infectious λ particles by the protocol of Blattner et 
al (11) About 9000 ret o m b m a n t clones w e r e screened with 
\bbr« M l i ions M M S \ Molimi y murin« s a r c o m a v i rus VI MI \ 
Mol imi \ т и ш и l< uki n u j v i rus kl> k i I o b i 4 ( s ) 
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№0 
labeled ρ MSV 31 as the probt Plaques thai In bridged to llu 
probe were further screened and recombinant phages of mit rest 
were propagated as describid v6) 
All experiments were performed in accordance w ith National 
Institute of Ht alth guidelines in 1*2 laborator) f-icililits with 
certified FK.2 or EK1CV vectors 
Restriction Endonuclease and SI Analysis The nature of 
the cloned DNAs was examined by restriction endonuclcases 
as described (6) Most restriction cndonucleases were obtained 
commercially The restriction endonuclease digested DNA was 
fractionated on agarose gels ranging from 0 5 to 1 2% in -10 mM 
Tnzma base/1 mM EDTA/5 mM sodium acetate at pH 7 8 
The fragments were identified either by elhidmm bromide 
staining (12) or by hybridization by the Southern blotting 
technique (7) The sizes of the restriction fragments were 
computed from the standard molecular weight marker in the 
same gel 
Fndonuclease Si mapping was performed as described by 
Berk and Sharp (13) The DNA and the 30S M MSV genomic 
RNA were precipitated and resuspended in 10 mM FDTA The 
RNA was boiled for 45 sec and kept at 4°( The DNA prepa 
ration was boiled for 1 5 min and transferred to a 68 ( wa 
terhath a buffer containing 0 4 M NaCl 40 mM 1 4 piperazine-
diethanesulfonic acid (Pipes) ipH 6 4) 1 mM FDTA and 
formamide (final concentration 80%) was added The sample 
was further incubated at 68 С for 15 min The RNA was added 
to the DNA preparation and hybridization was tarried out at 
56 C f o r 3 h r One hundred fifty microliters of SI buffer con 
taming 0 25 M NaCl 30 mM Na acetate I mM ZnSOj 20 ^g 
of denatured calf thymus DNA per ml and 100 units of endo­
nuclease SI (BRL) was added to the samples The samples were 
incubated at 37 С for 30 min and nucleic acids were prccipi 
tated by the addition of ethanol The precipitate was dissolved 
in 10 mM Tris HCl pH 7 4/1 mM EDTA pH 7 4 and analyzed 
on alkaline agarose gel (14) The DNA from the gel was trans 
ferred to nitrocellulose filters and the fragment was identified 
by hybridization to 3 2 P labeled nick translated (15) ρ MSV 1 
DNA followed by autoradiography 
bleclron Microscopy Samples containing about 1 ¿/g of 
DNA per ml and 3 ßg of RNA per ml were dissolved in 80% 
(wl vnl formarmele 0 4 M V i ( l lOmMPitKs pi I b 1 1 mM 
ЬГ)Т\ Tht DNA was he ate dst parati к at Ьв ( for5 minanti 
then mixed with RNA Tht samples wtrt intubateti it tt m 
per it lires that slow к dt tre ¿sul from 55 С to 51 ( о\іга4Ііг 
period Molt tules wtre prepariti for tit с Iron mitrostop\ is 
described (16) 
RFSULTS 
Identification of M M S V W Specific Sequences in Unin 
fected ( ells big 1Л shows the physical map of t lont d unin 
tegrattdM MSV DN\(pMSV 1) with //indili cleavage silt 
at 0 map unit The M MSV
 r
 specific fragment extending from 
//indili to Xha I was subcloned in the Pst 1 site of plasmiti 
pRR322b\ the d( dG tailing method (p MSV 311(bg \R) 
High moletular weight DNA from uninfected M H ЗТЗсі lis 
was digested w ith /-coRI and t lectrophoresed on agarose g< Is 
The DNA from the agarose gt I was transft rretl onto nitroct I 
lulose filters and hvbndizeel to labeled ρ MSV 31 DNA. A single 
band of a si/i corresponding to 14 0 kb (Fig 1С ) can be stt n 
In ordtr to deltrmine if the 14 0-kb cellular DNA fragment 
contains the entire M MSV ,K region we hybridized the 
EeoRI digested mouse cell DNA to Pst I cut DNA fragments 
obtained from ρ MSV 31 Fig Iß indicates that ρ MSV 31 
cleaved with Pst I generates four M MSV
 r r
 specific fragments 
All four vini DNA fragnit nts hybridize to the 14 0-kb DNA 
fragment suggtstmg that tht cellular DNA fragment contains 
a majority of the M MSV
 r
 specific re gitm (tlala not show n) 
Analysis of Х'Мтл 1 DNA The 14 0 kb teoRI fragmt nl 
was cloned in bacteriophage \ С harón 4A and recombinants 
were scrttned by hybridization with ρ MSV 31 DNA We 
obtained three reacti\ t recombin ints out of a lot ¿1 of 9000 I ig 
2A shows the Fro IH digestion pattern of a recombinant с lone 
(λ І7Х 1) ГЫ DNA was transferred loa nitroctllulose paper 
and hybridized to ρ MSV 31 DNA Onl\ one band mignling 
atasizeof 14 0 kb tan bedcteott*! Pig 2Д shows the rt striction 
endonuclease inaksis of tht λ Mr\ 1 DN A àiu\ its comparison 
with dont d unintegratt d mouse sarcoma virus plasmid DN A 
(p MSV l)(r"ig 1A) We chose the restriction cndonucleases 
Д Hind Ш 
/ Sac I 
bit 1 Identification of ftoRl digested cellular DNA fragments containing M MSV
 r
 spende sequences ( \ M*h\sicil rmpol ρ Ms\ l 
containing the entire M MS\ genome and long terminal rene al (I IK) (Hi Prnsicil mip< I ρ Ms\ 11 a nl ιιηιημ ihi VI MS\ s|x>i ilit π μ»η 
p MSV 1 was cleaved with Hin dill and Xha I and subclone el in thp /\/ I site ol ρ MR 1 >2 h\ d( dd tilling (( ) Southern hint h\hri(li/iiion 11 
Ft >RI digested uninfected mouse cell DNA with nit к transhiod ρ MSV 11 DNA I he DNA Mas in il>/cd nH" rt t^rirosegel indeUunph nsw 
wa<* carried out for 19 hr al >V/cm Hvbridi/ »lions were performed al A2°( lor 8 hr in іІУ lormimidc 0 "> M N i( 1/0 0" > V1 sodium citrali 
and dextran sullale as described (1~) kbp Kih base pairs 
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o βι -\ 
0 74-
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0 35-
022-
9 0kbp 
BglI 
t 
Hind UI ΧοαΙ ΚρηΙ ( 
Psllì BglI V P s t I в9[1 * * Ж 
i Ι 1 1 i i ι 
t t t 
Kpnl PstI Bgll 
F]«. 2. Restriction endonudease analysis ol λ-М д-І. M) ЕеоШ 
digestion <il λ-My.V' 1- Samples were digested with AYoRI and ana­
lyzed on (t.7r( agarose gels. Lane 1. ethidium bromide staining; lane 
2; hybridization to nick-translated p-MSY-.il alter Southern hlot 
trauster \H) Digestion of p-MSV-1 and λ·Μ-/-.\ -1 with various re­
strict ion endonucleases followed by electrophoresis on 1 2r< agarose 
gel. The DNA was transferred to a nitrocellulose filter and hvhridi/ed 
to labeled p-MSV-31 DNA. HtndlU/ΗχΙ ¡digested p-MSV-1 (lane 
DandA-Mv.v-l Uane2):/v>i l/Z/indlll-digested p-MSV-1 (lane:!) 
and λ-Μ/ν-1 (lane 4): НцІ \/Kpn I-digested p-MSV-1 (lane 5) and 
λ-Μγ.ν -1 (lane fi i (arrow indicates the position ot the common frag­
ment); Pst I-cleaved p-MSV-1 (lane 71 and λ-Мгл-1 (lane8) (arrow 
indicates the position ot the common small fragment I: HiíidlIl/.Yrjíi 
I digested p-MSV-1 (lane 9) and λ-Муд-І (lane 10). (O Tentative 
restriction endonuclease-generated physical map of λ·Μ/.\ 1. kbp. 
Kilobase pair. 
FK;. .i. SI map|)ing analysis of λ-Μ/s-l. Hybrids formed between 
λ-ΜγΛ-1 DNA and 30S M-MSV 124 genomic RNA were digested with 
endonudease SI and analyzed on alkaline agarose gel Lane 1. 
A*M-/.\-l DNA; lane2. λ-M/
 V-I DNA and t()Sgenomic M-MSV 124 
RNA. 
that cleave in the M-MSVm region for analysis. Bgl I and 
//iridil i cleave p-\1S\ -1 to yield a fragment of al>out 0.9 khand 
a smaller fragment of about 0.4 kh that will hybridize to p· 
MS\ -31 DNA Fig IB shows that Bgl I and //indil i digestion 
of p-MSV-1 (lane l)and A-Mrx-l (lane 2) gives a band at about 
0.85 kb in Ixïth cases The smaller 0.4-kb fragment can lx- seen 
only in p-MSV-1 and not in λ ·Μγ\-1. suggesting that the se­
quences between p-MSV-1 and λ·Μγ \-l diverge bel ween the 
two Bgl I sites The larger band of about 3.0 kb in lane 2 rep­
resents the cellular DNA fragment containing a portion of 
\1-\1S\\r, specific sequences. Digestion with Kpn 1 and Hin 
d i l l also gives a band of 0 7 kb in both p-MSV-1 (lane 3) and 
λ ·Μ 7 Λ -1 (lane4ï The larger band in λ·Μ7ν-1 of about 1.36 kb 
represents a DNA fragment that contains the M-MSV,r, si«'cific 
region of λ-ΝΙ7 \ -1 and cellular sequences. The Bgl I Kpn I 
digestion also gives an identical band of an average size of 0 3 
kb in both p-MSV-1 and λ·Μγ \-l (lanes 5 and (>, shown with 
an arrow). Similarly, digestion with Pst 1 gives the smaller 
fragments in both p-MSV-1 and ,\Л1 ,д -1 ol identical sizes 
(lanes 7 and V show η w il h an arrow ) | These small bands (in 
lanes 5-8) are very faint on the original autoradiographs and 
do not appear in the photographs! When p-MSV-1 and 
λ-.МгА—I are cleaved with // indi l i and Xba I. no common 
fragment is observed (lanes 9 and 10) Similarly, no common 
fragments were observed when p-MSV-1 and X-Myy-l were 
cleaved with Bgl II (data not shown). Thus, it appears that the 
M-MS\\„ specific sequences between p-MSV-1 and λ·Μγ\-| 
diverge between Bgl I and Xha I sites \ tentative map of the 
λ-Μ/χ-1 DNA is shown in Fig. 2C\ 
Organization of M-MS\\n Specific Sequences in λ·Μ j \ - l . 
Based upon (he restriction endonudease data (Fig 2), the M-
MSV m sequences in λ-Μχχ-Ι appear to have the same orga­
nization as seen in the M-MSV genomic RNA (Fig l.\) These 
results, however, do not show whether thesr*-s|)cci lie se< \i iene« -s 
present in ЛЛ1 / Ч-1 arc present as a continuous stretch or have 
some intervening sequences In order to approach (bis question, 
we did the following two kinds of experiments 
(i)S/ mapping λ · Μ / ν I l)N \ was hvbndized to M-MSV 
genomic UN \ under conditions ol И-loop I on nal κ m "Ihr h\-
brid was In-atrd with smul. strand si»rrÜi< nue has«· SI and 
- 6 3 -
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Vu:. I. Analysis, οί'λ-Μτ.χ -1 DNA lor M-MSV sequences oilier 
than MSV,
r
, specific sequences. (Л) Linear heteroduplex formed 
between M-MLV cDNA and M-MSV :t()S genomic RNA (4). fi de-
mites thesmall substitution loop. (Я) Physical map of p-MSV-1. ( O 
p-MSV-1 DNA cleaved with Pst I (lane 1), Bgl II and //indili (lane 
2), and Sal 1 and ΗχΙ II (lane :î). followed by Southern blotting transfer 
and hybridization to labeled λ-Μ/χ-Ι DNA. 
analyzed on alkaline agarose gels T h e D N A from the gel was 
transferred to nitrocellulose filters and hybridized to nick-
translated p'MSV-l DNA representing the entire genome. Fig 
3 ( l a n e 1) shows that the λ - Μ τ χ - l D N A that was not a n n e a l e d 
to M-MSV RNA shows no distinct band, whereas after an­
nealing to M-MSV genomic RNA a 1.0-kb DNA fragment can 
be seen (lane 2) T h e detection of a single DNA fragment of an 
average size of 1.0 k b suggests that t h e A - M / \ - l D N A contains 
t h e M-MSV.
s r r
 specific sequence as a cont inuous stretch 
(ti) Hybridization with λ-Μχχ-l DNA. W e w a n t e d to de­
termine if λ·Μτ·\-1 DNA contains short M-MSV sequences that 
a re not continuous with M-SMV
sr
,. specific sequences and es­
caped detection by SI mapping. Of particular interest was the 
small substitution loop fi seen in Fig. 4A. The total λ - Μ / \ - Ι 
DNA was lalx*led by nick translation and hybridized to various 
restriction f ragments obta ined from p-MSV-1. Fig 4 ß shows 
that p-MSV-1 cleaved with Pst I (lane 1), Bgl II and H i n d l l l 
(lane 2), and Bgl II and Sal I (lane 3} should \ ¡eld a f ragment 
of about 1.0 kb conta ining sequences present in the small sub-
stitution loop, β. T h e Bgl I I / H i n d III f ragment contains the 
majority of M-MSV,
r
, specific sequences and should hybridize 
to λ-Μ/w-l DNA. T h e results in Fig 4 C show that the Bgl I I / 
//mil 111 fragment of an average size of 1 2 kb can lx' detected, 
whereas no Bgl ll/Sal I f ragment of an average size of 1 0 kb 
can Ы* seen. T h e Bgl W/Sal 1 fragment of an average size of 1.7 
k b c a n be seen, which represents the Bgl M to / / i n d i l i region 
of t h e plasmici and / / i n d i l i to Sal I f ragment (0.65 kb) of the 
plasmici, pBR322. Thus, it appears that only sequences corre­
sponding to M-MSV genome present in the λ-Μ/χ-Ι DNA are 
an u n i n t e r r u p t e d stretch of about 1 0 kb 
C h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of λ · Μ τ χ - Ι D N A by E l e c t r o n Micros­
copy. It is possible that t h e r e a re several copies of M-MSV
s r i 
specific sequences in the 14.0-kb f ragment However, w h e n 
λ·Μ··-χ-1 was heteroduplexed to MSV g e n o m i c RNA, only a 
4ÜA 
Fid. Γ>. Electron micrograph of the R 
loop formed between λ-Μ/γ 1 DNA and 
BOS M-MSV genomic RNA. [Upper) 
λ-Μ/.χ I DNA was annealed to M-MSV 
genomic RNA and analyzed as described 
(IUI. The arrow indicates the R loop 
formed, ii.tuirr) Knlargement of the area 
showing the R loop. Two different mole­
cules are shown. 
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Ítiex h< rnistrv Jones et al Proc Sail \tad Ser l'SA 77(lWh 
single H loop structure oí an ave ragt м/с oí 1 0 kbuasolwerved 
iFig Ъ ррет) Пи π gion showing the Η loop strutturi in Fig 
*5 Vpjier (marked with an arrow hs show η in big 5 Loiver fig 
5 Lou er also shows the region of R loop structure from another 
molt с ule The unhvbrrdized RN\ apptars as a condensed 
structure with a short«r « nd (presumabK the 1 end) and a 
longer stretch ..presumably tht 5 end) at either end of the R 
loop Thus it appears that X*Mr\ 1 DNA contains onlv one 
cop\ of the M MSV
m
 specific sequences 
DISCUSSION 
Mous« tell Di\\ contains sequences homologous tolheMSV
s r r 
S[Hсific region Rv use of M MSV., specific D\A asa probe 
a single t roRI digested mouse cell D\A fragment of 14 0 kb 
caribe identified The \A O-kb fragment showed no delectable 
hybridization to M \1I \ cDISA suggesting that it contains no 
viral sequences other than ihe M MS\\
r r
 specific sequences 
Occasionally we have jlso observed а Ъ 1 kb fragment that 
hybridized to M MS\ „, probe This fragment сопіаіпечі the 
entirt M MSViW specific sequences The origin of this fragment 
re mains obsc ure The 14 0 kb fragment contains a single copy 
of M MSV,„ specific sequences vFig 5) A 14 0 k b EcoRI 
fragment m uninfetted mouse tells has also been delected by 
VJIHU Woudeefa/ (18) and Tronick et al (19) 
The recorn binant tlone λ M/-\ 1 contained a continuous 
stretch of 1 0 kb that was homologous to M MSV genomic RN \ 
This size corres|K>nded to the M MS\
 v r f specific sequences in 
the M MSV genome The λ·Μτ\ 1 DNA was cleaved with 
several restriction endoniK leases that also cleave the M MSV
srf 
spet if к region Tht Bgl 1 i/indlll restriction fragment vbigs 
1 and 2) is present in the X«Mj \ 1 D \ A I u r l h e r m o r e analvsis 
of ХЛІ7 1 DNA with Kpn I PM 1 (Fig 2) and Ηρα I (data 
not shown) also generate the same fragments as obsi rved for 
the plasmid DN<\ containing the entire viral genomic se 
quentes Xba I cleaves p-MSV 1 D \ A and is locateti tlose to the 
Bgl I site (Fig 2 lanes 9 and 10) Thus it appears that endog 
enous transforming gene sequences in the M MSV
m
 spet ific 
region extend l>etween Bgl 1 and //indili restriction silt s and 
diverge Ix'twcen Bgl I and Хім 1 sites 
The SI and restriction endonuclease mapping data suggest 
that ihe cellular sentiences involved m the biogt nesis of M MSV 
are completely conserved in the viral genomic RNA Parlier 
hybridization studies done with sre spécifie probt ч had vug 
gestee! a large dégrevé of homology ІнЧ лсеп viral srt specific 
and cellular DNA sequences (5) The cellular sequences con 
taming M MSV ,
r
 specific sequences alone do not appt ar lo li­
able to transform cells (VI FI Τ L-ai and Ι M Verma unpub 
hshtddata) Thev apparently need to be inserted into ihe viral 
gè nome to become a transforming gent The viral se que nces 
upstream ma> serve as promoter for transcription of MSVU 
specific RN'A We have identified a 21S subge nonne mRNA 
species from M MSV in tec led cells that duetts the synthesis 
of a 37 000-dalton protein in vitro (unpublished results) In ntro 
translation of viral genomic RNA also directs the synthesis «>f 
a T7 000-dalton protein in addition to other viral proteins (20) 
The s\ η thesis of the Î7 000 dalton protein is selectively inlub 
iltd if Ihe viral RNA is preannealed Ιο ρ MSV 31 DN \ (uri 
published results) The 37 000 dalton protein will require a 
t oding capacity of approximately 1100 nut leotides ihe cellular 
DNA sequences containing M MSV%K. sequences are about 1 0 
kb 
Note Added in Proof We have determined the complete nutleolidi 
•ичціепсе of the M MS\ ,
r ( gene and portions of M MS\ „ specific 
si (|nences in \ Μγ-χ I Bdsed upon tile nucleotide 4qut niellala tin 
Рьі I site between Kpn 1 and Bgl I iFigs 1 A and Я and 4A) should U 
placed between Bgl I and Xba I sites (Figs 1A and 4 \) 
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CHAPTER VI 
Molecularly Cloned c-mos(rat) is B io log ica l ly Active 
Frans A.van der Hoorn, Els Hulsebos, Anton J.M.Berns & Henri P.J.Bloemers 
Department of Biochemistry, University of Nijmegen, Geert Grooteplein Noord 2 1 , 
6525 EZ, Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
ABSTRACT 
A unique rat c e l l a r gene, c-mos(rat), homologous to the transforming sequen­
ces, v-mos, of Moloney murine sarcoma virus (M-MSV) was detected by h y b r i d i ­
zation to a v-mos speci f ic probe and molecularly cloned together with i t s 
f lanking sequences in an 11 kbp EcoRI DNA fragment inserted in vector Charon 
4A. Two probes were used to investigate the posit ion and or ientat ion of 
c-mos(rat) in the clone examined (D 3 e), namely pMSV-31 which contains the 
sequences speci f ic f o r the transforming sequences of M-MSV and pCS-1 which 
harbors 0.5 kbp of 5'-terminal sequences of c-mos(mouse) as well as 0.7 kbp 
of i t s f lanking sequences. After l i g a t i o n of a r e s t r i c t i o n fragment of D3e 
containing c-mos(rat) to a fragment containing the long terminal repeat (LTR) 
of M-MSV and transfect ion of the DNA onto r a t c e l l s , we detected foci of 
transformed c e l l s , thus showing that c-mos(rat) is b i o l o g i c a l l y act ive. 
Using DNA fragments derived from D3e we studied the conservation of c-mos 
and of i t s f lanking sequences in several species, c-mos(rat) as well as 
some of i t s f lanking sequences appeared to be very much conserved in the 
species studied. 
INTRODUCTION 
M-MSV causes rapidly developing sarcomas in mice as well as malignant 
transformation of cultured f ibroblasts (Moloney, 1966). The v i r a l gene res­
ponsible f o r the oncogenic properties is cal led v-mos (v from v i r a l ) . The 
virus acquired t h i s gene, and indeed i t s very i d e n t i t y , by a recombination 
between Moloney murine leukemia virus (M-MLV) and mouse c e l l u l a r sequences, 
designated c-mos (c from c e l l u l a r ) (Van Beveren et a l . , 1981a). The mos gene 
belongs to a group of about 13 o r i g i n a l l y c e l l u l a r genes, c o l l e c t i v e l y cal led 
oncogenes, that through recombination events gave r ise to about 20 new trans­
forming type С RNA tumor viruses (Coff in et a l . , 1981). Much research is 
focussed on c e l l u l a r homologues of these genes, because i t is believed that 
t h e i r abnormal expression may be involved in non-viral tumorigenesis. In f a c t , 
recent reports describe the expression of some oncogenesin human tumors or in 
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cell lines derived from human tumors (Der et al., 1982, Eva et al., 1982, 
Goldfarb et al., 1982). In addition to potentially malignant properties, the 
c-onc sequences are believed to fulfill, yet unknown, important biological 
functions, possibly in development and differentiation of the organism (Eva 
et al., 1982, Westin et al., 1982). This speculation is mainly based on the 
slow evolutionary rate of these sequences. Homologues of c-onc genes are 
usually found in a wide variety of vertebrates (Stéhelin et al., 1976, 
Frankel & Fischinger, 1977, Spector et al., 1978, Sheiness & Bishop, 1979, 
Goff et al., 1980, Shih & Weinberg, 1981). 
Unlike some other oncogenes, the c-mos gene is not very well characterized. 
The physical and biological properties of the viral gene product are not well 
known. Only recently, very low levels of v-mos related protein could be 
detected in M-MSV transformed cells (Papkoff et al., 1982). The product was 
characterized in in vitro translation studies (Papkoff et al., 1981). In 
mouse (Jones et al., 1980, Oskarsson et al., 1980) and man (Watson et al., 1982) 
cloned c-mos sequences are described. The c-mos(mouse) gene exists in a hyper-
methylated form in mouse cells: no expression is observed (Gattoni et al., 1982). 
In this paper we report data on c-mos(rat) and its transfection into rat cells. 
This study led also to the discovery of a unique and very conservative 
sequence that flanks c-mos of mouse and rat and is present in other vertebrates. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
CelXs_and_transfection_prgcedure 
The ce l l l ines 3Y1 ( r a t ) , Rat-2 ( r a t ) , NIH-3T3 (mouse), Balb/c-3T3 (mouse), 
CCL-64 (mink), PK-15 (p i g ) , AZ (cat) and Halec (hamster) were grown on Dul-
becco's modif icat ion of Eagle's medium, supplemented with 10 % ca l f serum 
(GIBCO) and an t i b i o t i cs . Transfection was performed essent ia l ly as described 
by Graham & Van der Eb (1973). In short: Rat-2 ce l ls were plated 4 hr pr ior to 
transfect ion in petridishes (Costar, 35 mm). 20 Min a f te r p rec ip i ta t ion of 
cloned DNA fragments with CaCl2 the DNA prec ip i ta te was applied to the ce l ls 
and incubated for 5 hr. After removal of the medium, the cultures were i n -
cubated for one hr a f ter which they were transferred to 100 mm petridishes 
(Costar). Cells were fed medium every three days and foci were counted af ter 
2-3 weeks. 
ClQDÍQíLErQCedure 
Rat ce l lu la r DNA was isolated from 3Y1 cel ls as described (Van der Putten 
et a l . , 1979) and 100 yg DNA were digested with EcoRI (Boehringer) and sepa-
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rated on a 0.7 % agarose gel (SeaKem). The gel was sliced and DNA was electro-
eluted (Allington et al., 1978). Fractions containing sequences homologous to 
v-mos were detected after blotting on nitrocellulose filters by the Southern 
technique (Southern, 1975) by hybridization to pMSV-31. Hybridizations were per­
formed at 42° С for 15 hr in 50 % formamide, 5xSSC, lxDenhardt's solution, 
0.02 M sodium phosphate, 100 yg/ml denatured herring sperm DNA and 0.5-1x10 
cpm/ml of probe DNA. The final wash of the filters was for 15 min at 62° С 
in 0.1xSSC/0.1 % SDS (Jones et al., 1980). An 11 kbp fragment containing 
c-mos homologous sequences was cloned in Charon 4A as described (Jones et al., 
1980). From 100,000 plaques screened we obtained 15 plaques harboring phages 
with v-mos homologous sequences. Five of these were grown and appeared to 
contain the same insert. One of these, D 3e, was used for characterization. 
C]ones_used 
pMSV-31: pBR322 containing the v-mos sequences as insert in the PstI site 
(Jones et al., 1980). pCS-1: pBR322 containing 0.5 kbp of 5'-terminal c-mos 
(mouse) sequences as well as 0.7 kbp of its flanking sequences (Van Beveren 
et al., 1981 ). pMLTR: pBR322 containing two adjacent LTRs and flanking 
sequences from M-MSV, inserted in the EcoRI and PstI sites of the plasmid. 
B§§Í!TÍCÍÍ9D_§D?y^§_ED§l^S2S_and_l i gation_of_DNA_f ragments_ 
DNAs were digested with EcoRI (Boehringer), Kpnl, PstI, Xbal, BamHI, Smal 
or Hindlll (Bethesda Research Labs) as prescribed by the manufacturers. After 
separation on 0.7 % agarose gels the DNA fragments were processed as described 
under " cloning ". DNA fragments to be ligated were isolated from gel slices 
by electro-elution, ethanol precipitated twice and ligated using T4 DNA 
ligase (Boehringer). 
RESULTS 
Çb§!I§ÇÎË!ri?§Îi°G_9f_ÇlI!!2iirËt] 
In order to detect rat ce l lu la r sequences, homologous to v-mos, and to 
compare them to c-mos(mouse), we isolated high molecular weight DNA from 3Y1 
rat cel ls and NIH-3T3 c e l l s . DNAs were digested with EcoRI, PstI or with a 
combination of EcoRI and H i n d l l l , separated on an agarose ge l , b lot ted and 
hybridized to nick-translated pMSV-31 or pCS-1. The results are shown in F i g . l . 
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А в Figure 1: Detection of c-mos(rat). A) 
High molecular weight DNAs from rat 
- 23 
43- _ 20 
kbp
 c
 _ £¡* (lanes a and b) or from mouse (lanes с 
235_| and d) were digested with PstI (lanes 
• - 67 - a and c) or with EcoRI (lanes b and d). 
*•*· After electrophoretic separation on an 
96_ '"* _43 _, agarose gel and blotting onto a nitro-
4¿ cellulose filter the DNA fragments were 
detected by hybridization to pMSV-31. 
B) In Hindlll/EcoRI digested rat DNA 
(lanes a and c) or mouse DNA (lanes b 
and d) c-mos and flanking sequences 
were detected using pCS-1 (lanes a and 
_ _ b) or pMSV-31 (lanes с and d) as probes. 
23-
20-
Figure 2: Positioning of c-mos 
_ ( r a t ) in clone D^e. 2 ng of D~e 
i | | | | | DNA was f i r s t digested with 
EcoRI and next with the enzymes 
indicated. Detec 
fragments was as 
23L5 - legend to Fig. 1. 
| | ] Ϊ ϊ 1 1 I . tection of DNA 
1 T x
.
 kbp *, * • . frag ents was as described in the 
96 -
6.7 - From Fig.lA it can be seen that 
mouse DNA contains c-mos sequen­
ces hybridizing to pMSV-31 on one 
EcoRI fragment of 14 kbp (lane d) 
- 43 -
i I 
_ 23 - and on a PstI fragment of 2.0 
2
-° ШЬ kbp (lane c). Several small PstI 
^ Ц р DNA fragments hybridize to pMSV-31 
"•* И * (Jones et al., 1980), but they 
^ ^^ ^ ^ are not detectable in this expe-
A p - °·6 ™ riment. A rat EcoRI fragment of 
L· «fe 11 kbp hybridizes to pMSV-31 ( 
lane b): some PstI fragments re­
active with pMSV-31 as a probe 
were too weak to be seen in this 
DMSV
"
31
 P C S _ 1 experiment (lane a). 
A further characterization was 
obtained using pCS-1 as a probe in a comparison between mouse and rat DNAs. 
In Fig.IB this comparison is shown. Lanes b and d show an EcoRI/Hi ndl11 
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digestion of mouse DNA: a single fragment of 3.9 kbp hybridizes to pCS-1 
(lane b) and to pMSV-31 (lane d) as was expected from earlier restriction 
data (Jones et al., 1980). However, EcoRI/Hindl11 digested rat DNA reveals 
one DNA fragment of 1.5 kbp hybridizing both to pCS-1 and pMSV-31 (lanes a 
and c) as well as an additional fragment of 3.2 kbp hybridizing only to 
pCS-1 (lane a), indicated by the arrow. Therefore it appears that rat DNA 
contains sequences homologous to v-mos as well as sequences homologous to 
mouse DNA juxtaposed to the c-mos(mouse) gene. It will follow from the ex-
periments described below that in the rat genome these two sequences are 
also very close. 
Restriction mapping of c-mos(rat) 
The EcoRI fragment, harboring c-mos related sequences (see Fig.lA, lane k) 
was cloned as described. Five out of 15 positive clones were grown and diges-
ted with EcoRI and Hindl11 and analysed on agarose gels. They appeared to be 
indistinguishable by restriction analysis and to contain an 11 kbp EcoRI DNA 
insert. One of these clones, D3e, was used for further analyses. 
By using pMSV-31 and pCS-1 as probes we determined the position of. the 
c-mos gene on the 11 kbp fragment. Fig.2 shows part of these restriction 
analyses. The left panel shows an autoradiograph of a blot containing D,e 
restriction fragments hybridized to pMSV-31 and the right panel shows an 
autoradiograph of an identical blot hybridized to pCS-1. The additional DNA 
fragments showing up on the right panel result from hybridization of rat 
DNA sequences to the mouse sequences flanking c-mos(mouse). Although the 
environment of c-mos in mouse and rat is not completely identical (Fig.l) 
this experiment shows that sequences in the neighborhood of both genes are 
homologous. Hindlll digestion results in fragments of 1.5 and 3.2 kbp. The 
latter fragment is only detectable using pCS-1 as a probe as was expected 
from the results shown in Fig.IB. This fragment is cleaved by Xbal resul-
ting in a slightly smaller fragment of 3.1 kbp (Fig.2, right panel). Kpnl 
cleaves the c-mos sequences once: the small Kpnl/Hindlll fragment of 450 
bp can only be detected using pMSV-31 as a probe. In this Figure PstI 
fragments are observed containing c-mos(rat) sequences and flanking sequen-
ces that were not detectable in the experiment shown in Fig.l. From these 
and other data a restriction map of clone D^e was obtained. In Fig.3 it is 
compared to the restriction map of c-mos(mouse) (Jones et al., 1980, Oskar-
sson et al., 1980). Also the regions in D-.e hybridizing to pMSV-31 and to 
pCS-1 are indicated. 
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ι KBP 
HindU K p / " Hind»lH l n d« H i n d l 1 
EçoRI Pstl Pstl Xbaf PstJ Pstl| || ^ к р п і * 1 ? 3 1 l F p n l ^ j ° R l 
0
 pMSV-31 
PCS -1 
M t x ~ 1 
EçoRI Kpnl Xbal ^ K p n l «Hindi/ Xbal Xbal Hind« , EcoRI 
I 1 ι J i l l ИГ I ι · — / / ' 
О 14 KBP 
с-mos 
figure 3: Restriction map of clone D.,e. The restriction map of 
D,e containing c-mos(rat) is compared to the restriction map of 
стопе M. -1 (Jones et al., 1980) containing c-mos(mouse). 
Fragments hybridizing to pMSV-31 or to pCS-1 are underlined. 
Biological activity of c-mos(rat) 
As was shown by Blair et al. (1981) the c-mos(mouse) gene has no transfor­
ming activity in transfection assays unless the gene is ligated to activating 
sequences like retroviral LTRs (Temin, 1982). We isolated LTR sequences from 
a plasmid pMLTR that contains two M-MSV LTRs in the same orientation by diges­
tion with Smal. Nucleic acid sequence data showed the presence of a single Smal 
site in the 3'region of this LTR (Van Beveren et al., 1981a). The resulting 
0.6 kbp fragment containing the cyclically permuted LTR sequences, was ligated 
to a Smal fragment harboring c-mos(rat) (Fig.4). 
FFU/prol 
О 
LTR-Smal л*— 
Figure 4: Biological activity of 
c-mos(rat). The EcoRI insert of 
D,e, fragments thereof, LTR se­
quences or the D,e fragment li­
gated to the LTR sequences were 
transfected onto rat cells and 
transformed colonies were coun­
ted after 2-3 weeks. FFU/pmol = 
focus forming units per pmol DNA. 
The ligated DNA as well as several other DNA fragments were transfected onto 
rat cells and transformed colonies were counted after 2-3 weeks. Fig.4 shows 
the results of the transfection experiments. It can be seen that the 11 kbp 
EcoRI insert or the LTR sequences are not biologically active by themselves. 
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Also, removal of large parts of the adjacent rat cellular sequences by 
digestion with Hindi 11 or Xbal, does not result in detectable activity. 
However, the DNA preparation consisting of c-mos(rat) ligated to LTR se-
quences gives rise to transformation of cells in tissue culture after trans-
fection. Therefore clone D,e contains a functional c-mos(rat) gene that can 
be activated by ligation to activating LTR sequences. 
Conservation_of_rat_celIu]ar_seguences_in_other_sgecies 
Several cellular homologues of viral transforming sequences have been 
detected in the DNA of other species than the species from which the viruses 
were isolated originally (Stéhelin et al., 1976, Ellis et al., 1980, Goff et 
al., 1980, DeFeo et al., 1981). Thus, also clone D.,e could be used to inves-
tigate the presence of cellular sequences homologous to c-mos(rat) in other 
species. Moreover, the fact that mouse DNA present in pCS-1, other than 
c-mos, hybridized to a unique fragment in rat DNA, present in clone D~e, 
suggested that this DNA sequence juxtaposed to c-mos in mouse and rat might 
be conserved throughout several species. 
D3e 
Ρ Ρ 
ι |_ 1¿J$J¿L Η I E 
c-mos 
PH 
HH 
pMSV-31 
23&-
6.7 
Figure 5: Conservation of c-mos 
and its flanking sequences. A) 
Map of the fragments used as 
probes for detection of c-mos 
related sequences or its fTañ-
king sequences (probe P-H). E = 
EcoRI, Ρ = PstI and Η = 
Hindi 11. B) Autoradiograph of a 
nitrocellulose filter containing 
EcoRI fragments of the species 
indicated, hybridized to pMSV-31. 
The exposure times were one 
day for the lanes marked 
rat and hamster and ten days 
for the other lanes. C) Auto-
radiograph of a nitrocel­
lulose filter containing Eco 
RI fragments of the species 
indicated, hybridized to 
probe P-Η. The exposure 
times were two days for the 
lanes marked rat and ham­
ster and 7 days for the 
other lanes. 
23-
20-
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Therefore we isolated two restriction fragments, designated P-Η and H-H 
from clone D~e as indicated in Fig.5A. These fragments as well as pMSV-31 
were nick-translated and used as probes to screen filters containing 
separated EcoRI fragments of hamster, rat, mink, cat, pig, xenopus and pea 
DNAs. From Fig.5B it can be seen that pMSV-31 recognizes sequences homo­
logous to v-mos in various mammalian DNAs. Each of the DNAs from hamster, 
mink, cat and pig contain one EcoRI fragment hybridizing to pMSV-31 
(respectively of 15, 4.9, 9.6 and 5.4 kbp). In xenopus and pea DNAs no 
fragments were detected with pMSV-31 under the hybridization conditions 
described (not shown). When using H-Η as a probe we obtained the same 
results (not shown). 
We then investigated whether or not similar DNA fragments could be detec­
ted with probe P-Η. Fig.5C shows the results obtained with the nick-trans­
lated P-Η probe. In rat DNA three bands are detected, namely the 11 kbp 
fragment containing c-mos, a 9.5 and a 6.7 kbp fragment. In hamster DNA two 
bands are visible that comigrate with the 9.5 and 6.7 kbp bands found in rat 
DNA. In mink DNA three bands show up; however, no 4.9 kbp band is visible 
with probe P-Η whereas this band was detected using pMSV-31 as a probe. In 
cat DNA one band (8.0 kbp), in pig DNA one band (9.6 kbp) and in xenopus 
DNA one band (5.0 kbp) show up. A hybridizing band of 3.9 kbp is detected 
in pea DNA, although we never detected fragments in pea DNA using pMSV-31 as 
a probe. The data shown indicate that sequences homologous to c-mos and to 
its juxtaposing sequences are present in low copy numbers in closely or 
more distantly related species. All species examined contained DNA frag­
ments homologous to rat cellular sequences represented in probe P-Η, but 
only in mouse and rat these sequences lie next to c-mos on one EcoRI fragment. 
DISCUSSION 
In this report we show that sequences, homologous to Moloney murine 
sarcoma virus specific sequences (v-mos) are present in normal rat DNA on 
one unique 11 kbp EcoRI fragment. These sequences can be activated to trans­
form cells in vitro upon transfection. Recently Watson et al. (1982) reported 
that the human c-mos gene could not be activated in similar transfection ex­
periments. The detection of a long open reading frame made it unlikely that 
a mutation caused the absence of transforming activity. Rather it might be 
that c-mos(human) has diverged from c-mos(mouse) and the closely related 
c-mos(rat), thereby losing the capacity to transform cells. The position 
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of c-mos on clone D,e was determined using pMSV-31 as a probe and the 
orientation was determined using pCS-1 as a probe. The orientation of the 
strand homologous to M-MSV RNA in clone D 3e is from the left to the right 
in Fig.3. 
Type С retroviral LTRs or parts have been used succesfully to activate 
genes (Blair et al., 1981, DeFeo et al., 1981, Temin, 1982). Nucleic acid 
sequence data have shown that they harbor a termination signal, a poly-A 
addition site and promoter region. In addition, sometimes they contain 
repeated sequences of variable length, that can be used as enhancer sequen­
ces in experiments designed to activate genes of interest (Levinson et al., 
1982). In similar experiments we used the permuted M-MSV LTR, obtained by 
cleaving pMLTR with Smal. The Smal site is located to the right of the 
promoter sequences in this LTR (Van Beveren et al., 1981 a). The ligated 
DNA preparations, used for transfections, appeared to consist for the major 
part of the product shown in Fig.4, as well as of DNA consisting of conca-
temers containing several LTRs (not shown). For efficient transfection to 
occur the ligation step was necessary. The transfection efficiency we obser­
ved was much lower than the efficiency reported for c-mos(mouse) (Blair 
et al., 1981). 
Using a cDNA, specific for the transforming gene (src) of Rous sarcoma 
virus (a chicken virus) Stéhelin et al. (1976) found that the degree of 
homology between the src gene and its cellular homologues decreased with 
increasing evolutionary distance between the species investigated and the 
chicken. Cellular homologues of transforming genes of RNA tumor viruses 
are present in many different animal species (Coffin et al., 1981). In 
our assay, using specific probes (Fig.5A), we found that the degree of 
homology between v-mos and c-mos was highest for mouse and rat and less for 
mink, hamster, cat and pig. Interestingly, probe P-Η, representative for 
sequences juxtaposed to c-mos both in mouse and rat, detected homologous 
sequences in low copy number in all species examined, including a plant. 
However, only in the case of rat and mouse is the same EcoRI fragment 
detected using probes P-Η and pMSV-31. The detection of different fragments 
with these probes for hamster, mink, cat and pig could be caused by the 
presence of an additional EcoRI site or by a different organization of the 
sequences analysed. The 3.9 kbp fragment detected in pea DNA, under rather 
stringent hybridization conditions, might, however, be caused by a fragment 
present as a repetitive sequence with some homology to probe P-Η. We do not 
know the relevance of this sequence, but the close association of these 
unique sequences to c-mos in rat and mouse and the conservation throughout 
other species suggest that they fulfill some important function. 
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SAMENVATTING 
Het gebied der tumorvirologie is de laatste jaren dermate ui tgebreid 
dat de kloof tussen goed gedefinieerde experimenten aan de ene kant en 
een begrip van tumorontwikkeling b i j de mens aan de andere kant v r i j 
spoedig overbrugd kan worden. De kennis omtrent RNA tumorvirussen zal h ier 
het z i jne toe bi jdragen. 
RNA tumorvirussen (Oncovirinae) vormen een van de dr ie subfamilies van 
de Retrovi ridae en worden onderverdeeld op basis van morfologie in type B, 
type С en type D virussen. Tot de best bestudeerde virussen behoren het 
prototype van de type В virussen, Mouse mammary tumor v i r u s , en enkele 
virussen behorend t o t de type С virussen, zoals de muizeleukemievirussen 
(MLV) en de muizesarcomavirussen (MSV). De zoogdier type С virussen 
kunnen verder onderverdeeld worden op basis van wijze van transmissie, 
p a t h o g e n i c i t e i t , gastheerschap, en r e p l i c a t i e competentie. Zo z i j n MSVs 
r e p l i c a t i e d e f e c t i e f . Ze veroorzaken sol ide tumoren in dieren en trans­
formeren cellen in weefselkweek. MLVs z i j n r e p l i c a t i e competent en ver­
oorzaken geen of zich langzaam ontwikkelende tumoren in dieren. 
Er z i j n nu ongeveer 30 verschil lende transformerende virussen bekend. 
Z i j herbergen een transformerend gen (v-onc). Op verschil lende wijzen werd 
aangetoond, dat deze virussen ontstonden als gevolg van een of meer recom-
binat ie gebeurtenissen tussen v i r a l e sequenties en gastheer-sequenties 
(c-onc). c-onc genen b l i j k e n zeer conservatief te z i j n en z i j n mogelijk 
betrokken b i j het ontstaan van n i e t - v i r a l e tumoren b i j de mens, zoals be­
schreven in Hoofdstuk I . 
Hoofdstuk I I b e s c h r i j f t de i n t e r a c t i e tussen een MLV, AKR v i r u s , en 
r a t t e c e l l e n . AKR virus kan slechts muizecellen infecteren en werd daarom 
als DNA in rat tecel len ingebracht via m i c r o - i n j e c t i e . Bestudering van de 
i n t e g r a t i e en expressie in een gedoneerde c e l l i j n toonde dat de r a t t e ­
cel len een of meer factoren missen, nodig voor j u i s t e s p l i t s i n g van een 
precursor e i w i t van AKR v i r u s , dat normaal r i j p e envelop-eiwitten oplevert. 
De kinet iek van s p l i t s i n g van een ander AKR precursor-eiwi t , dat normaal 
r i j p e core e iwi t ten oplevert , werd bestudeerd in muize c e l l e n , gemicro-
injecteerd met een stuk AKK v i raa l DNA, zoals beschreven in Hoofdstuk I I I . 
Het bleek dat d i t stuk DNA zeer waarschi jn l i jk een recombinatie heeft on­
dergaan met v iraal DNA, dat endogeen in groten getale voorkomt in muize 
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chromosomaal DNA. 
In Hoofdstuk IV wordt het gen beschreven, dat codeert voor het envelop 
precursor-eiwit van een van de endogene muizevirussen. Di t gedoneerde 
gen werd gekoppeld aan het resterende DNA van Moloney muizeleukemievirus. 
Na transfer van d i t DNA in nertscellen kon een recombinant v i r us , XH-19, 
geïsoleerd worden. Het XH-19 envelop gen en z i j n producten werden nader 
gekarakteriseerd. 
De Interlude tussen de hoofdstukken IV en V is een hommage aan D.R. 
Hofstadter. Het benadrukt enkele vreemde aspecten van v-onc en c-onc genen. 
De Hoofdstukken V en VI behandelen de clonering en karakterisering van 
respect ievel i jk het muize en het ra t te ce l l u l a i r e homoloog van het t rans-
formerende gen (v-mos) van Moloney muizesarcomavirus. De nadruk lag h i e r b i j 
op de nomologie tussen v-mos en c-mos en de biologische a c t i v i t e i t van 
het rattehomoloog. 
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Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift " Expression of retroviral 
genes after DNA transfer" door F.Α.M.J. van der Hoorn 
1. Indien de EcoRI restrictie enzym gegevens van de retteceliijnen NX-2 en 
NX-3, gepubliceerd door Steffen & Weinberg, juist zijn, hebben Yoshimura 
& Yamamura deze cellijnen verwisseld. 
Steffen,D. & Weinberg,R.A.(1978). Cell ^5,1003. 
Yoshimura,F.К. & Yamamura,J.M.(1981). J.Virol.38,895. 
2.Het ontbreken van een band met wat hoger molecuulgewicht in restrictie 
enzym analysen is vaak een gevolg van de kwaliteit van het DNA. Zo ont­
breekt in de analysen van Pulciani et al. het 23 kbp EcoRI DNA fragment 
waarop c-ras(muis) gelocaliseerd is, dat door Ellis et al. eerder be­
schreven werd. 
Pulciani,S. et al.(1982). Proc.Natl.Acad.Sci.USA 79,2845. 
Ellis,R.W. et al.(1980). J.Virol.36,408. 
3.Het ontbreken van een positief resultaat in transfectie assays is vaak 
een gevolg van de kwaliteit van het DNA. Zo leidt transfectie van DNA van 
de cellijn MCF-7, een menselijke borsttumorcellijn, in handen van Pulciani 
et al. niet tot transformatie van NIH-3T3 cellen, hoewel Lane et al. reeds 
eerder in dezeHde soort assays de transformerende sequenties van de MCF-7 
cellijn geïdentificeerd hebben. 
Pulciani et al.(1982). Proc.Natl.Acad.Sci.USA 79,2845. 
Lane,M.-A. et al.(1981). Proc.Natl.Acad.Sci.USA 78,5185. 
4.De conclusie van Joseph, dat vorming van vorm I retroviraal DNA ook na 
beëindiging van celdeling doorgaat, is, gezien de magere experimentele 
opzet, totaal speculatief. 
Joseph,D.R.(1981). J.Virol.38,1095. 
5.Tot het ontbreken van een cultivar/temperatuur interactie voor zaailingen 
zoals vermeld door Parlevliet, kan niet geconcludeerd worden uit tabel 2, 
daar de berekeningen uitgevoerd voor deze tabel niet overeenstemmen met 
de berekeningen vermeld in de Materialen & Methoden. 
Parlevliet,J.E.(1975). Euphytica 24,21. 
6. Gezien het gemak waarmee N-beschermde amino-aldehyden bij kamertemperatuur 
racemiseren en de in het artikel aangeduide doelstelling om deze verbin­
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